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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study has been to assess the division
chairpersons in Massachusetts community colleges to determine the
staff development needs as perceived by them.
The rapid growth of Massachusetts community colleges and their
response to addressing the needs of the community is described.
While it is clear that Massachusetts community colleges have programs
for faculty development, it is apparent that they must turn their
attention to inservice staff development for administrators. The
problem of inadequate or total lack of staff development for aca-
demic administrators and especialJLy first-level academic adminis-
trators exists because of many factors.
Specifically, the focus has been on the following research
questions:
1 . Role: Who is the division chairperson? The division chairperson
hovers between the faculty and administration. Learning who the
division chairperson is or is not as the case may be, leads to a
parallel question about his or her role.
f
2. Role functions; What is he or she supposed to do? Only when the
chairpersons know the expectations of their two main constituencies,
faculty and administration, can they rationally assess their perfor-
mance and their developmental needs.
3 . Staff development needs: What skills do the division chairpersons
need to be effective in the fulfillment of their duties?
4. Future; What activities will promote administrator staff devel-
opment for division chairpersons in Massachusetts connnunity colleges.
This study presents data collected as a result of on-site per-
sonal interviews with first-level academic administrators at 6ach of
the fifteen community colleges in Massachusetts. The researcher com-
bined the open questioning technique of Kerlinger (1964) and the
strategies of Katz and Kahn during the interviews which allowed clar-
ifying types of questions and which ellicited anticipated and unanti-
cipated responses.
This research concludes that the role of the division chairperson
is no longer a faculty position with some slight administrative
tasks. The role of the division chairperson is clearly a management
position with the responsibility for academic leadership of division
courses and programs and the supervision and evaluation of full and
parttime divisional personnel. Occasional teaching responsibilities
may exist.
vii
The division chairpersons in Massachusetts community colleges
want to develop skills in the following primary areas: human rela-
tions, implementation of collective bargaining contracts, setting
goals and objectives, problem solving techniques, and communications.
In addition, they desire improved management skills related to the
supervision and evaluation of faculty, clarification of their roles
through negotiation, issues related to curricxilum development, and
leadership skills. Administratively, some division chairpersons
wish to learn more about the budget processes at their own institu-
tions .
One of the most important principles of any staff development
program is that there be a perceived need for improvement by the
persons for whom the program is being designed, and that they be
wi3-ling to participate in some way to accomplish inservice staff de-
velopment activities. When designing a program for division chair-
persons in Massachusetts, it is essential that their perceived needs
be considered.
A review of the research and literature on inservice education
and administrator development provides the foundation for this study.
It focuses on the various appi*oaches to inservice education and
traditional professional growth opportunities. The study indicates
that participants of any inservice staff development program for
first-level academic administrators in Massachusetts community col-
leges should be involved in the decision making about the design,
implementation, and evaluation of their own programs. In addition,
viii
an analysis of the position description for division chairpersons in
Massachusetts community colleges provides insight to the role and
role functions.
This study concludes with recommendations for staff development
activities for division chairpersons which are tailored to the parti-
cular needs of individual chairpersons and based on the individuals'
perceived needs. Recommendations are presented for further research
on academic administrator development at each community college.
This research concludes that each community college must conduct
its own assessment program and design an inservice professional de-
velopment plan for division chairpersons at that institution.
ix
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CHAPTER I
THE MASSACHUSETTS COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM
AND INSERVICE STAJT DEVELOPMENT
. The Ms.ssachuse't'ts conununi'ty college system has grown
rapidly as evidenced by the establishment of fifteen community colleges
in thirteen years beginning in i960. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
has responded to the higher educational needs of its comm\inities by
establishing the community colleges in regional areas which are
accessible to persons within a twenty-five mile radius of each insti-
tution. Community colleges in Massachusetts have provided opportuni-
ties for the inservice education of the faculty to keep up with new
developments in their field. Yet, there have been no corresponding
programs for the inservice education of most community college .admin-
istrators . The decentralization of administrative authority in the
forraiilation of college policies has led to the arrangements in
which the division chairpersons have a significant role to perform.
James H. Roach (1976) estimated eighty percent of all administrative
decisions take place at the division chairperson's level. However,
many chairpersons are selected for their positions for reasons other
than demonstrated administrative skills. There have been a number of
resignations among the division chairpersons in the Massachusetts
community college system in the past year. This research presents
evidence to support the notion that the primary reasons for unrest
among division chairpersons is lack of clarity about the position
and lack of inservice staff development activities available to them.
I
2The purpose of* 'this study is to assess division chairpersons
(two representatives at each institution) to determine what they
perceive are their staff development needs. The writer will gather
data on the following research questions:
1. Role: Who is the division chairperson?
2. Role functions: What is he or she supposed to do?
3. Staff development needs: What skill does the division
chairperson need to be effective in the fulfillment of his or her
duties?
4. Future: What activities will promote administrator staff
development for division chairpersons in Massachusetts community
colleges?
In addition, an analysis of the job description for division
chairpersons should contribute to a better understanding of their
role and the inservice staff development activities which might en-
hance their performance.
The interview approach has been selected as an appropriate
method to research the needs of division chairpersons based on Katz
and Kahn*s (I966) studies which report that the exploration of in-
formation is not necessarily facilitated through large scale survey
methods but rather through the "systematic in-depth interviewing of
appropriate population samples within the organization (p. 66).
This chapter provides a background for the study of Massachusetts
community colleges, a sjmopsis of the principles and definitions of
inservice staff developments, and looks at the role of the first level
academic administrator in higher education.
3Development of Massachusetts community college system
. Chapter 605
of the acts of 1958 of the Massachusetts Legislature established the
Massachusetts Board of Regional Conanunity Colleges and authorized and
directed this Board to determine the need for education at the com-
munity and junior college level as well as to develop and execute an •
overall plan to meet this need by establishing and maintaining regional
community colleges at appropriate locations throughout the Commonwealth,
With the aid of enlightened legislative and executive branches
of State Government, the community college system has become the
fastest growing segment of higher education in the Commonwealth.
The Massachusetts regional community colleges are a system of
fifteen public two-year institutions of higher education which share
certain common goals and objectives, but whose individual structures
and functions are defined by the services each seeks to deliver. These
services in turn are determined by the comprehensive learning and
training needs of individuals, businesses, industries, and public
and private institutions within the college’s respective communities
across the state.
In the title "coimunity college," the concept of community is
as important as the concept of college. The existence of 15 commu-
nity colleges in the Commonwealth today, providing essential educa-
tional services to over 75,000 day and evening students and
community
services to another 30,000 persons is abundant testimony to
the worth
and importance of the system.
The colleges operate on the fundamental assumption
that the per-
sonal, professional, and/or inteUectual growth accompanying
higher
ueducation is not a privilege but a- right which should be extended to
all. Furthermore, the colleges maintain that higher education fosters
development of many of the student’s personal values and beliefs and
ultimately results in the student contributing more significantly to
the school, the community, and the society.
Common to all community colleges but peculiar to the segment is
a commitment to delivering highly accessible, low cost, responsive and
innovative academic programs for anyone in the Commonwealth wishing to
enroll. The colleges are "Open Door" institutions which aim to provide
quality educational and counseling services and to minimize the social,
psychological, financial, and educational barriers which might dis-
courage a student from enrolling.
The open-door admission policy was designed to provide access to
higher educational opportunities to:
. . . any person having a high school diploma or the
equivalent ... or any mature individual who does not have
a diploma or the equivalent, but whose experience and
motivation make the successful completion of a given pro-
gram likely, shall be admitted."^
In so doing, the colleges develop a mix of traditional programs
for students interested in transferring to a baccalaureate program,
one- and two-year occupational programs for students interested in
preparing for the work world, and compensatory programs for those
students who have graduated from a secondary institution without
sufficient training in fundamental academic skills.
^Massachusetts Board of Regional Community Colleges, Policy Memo,
November 6, 1963*
5By establishing such a variety of academic programs, the
colleges are able to respond to an increasing number of individuals
vhose interests, abilities, background, and goals vary widely. This
objective, which each college shares, requires a strong commitment
to teaching on the part of the faculty. Furthermore, it requires
strong and extensive guidance programs to assist students in develop-
ing their academic abilities and in making realistic and attainable
educational plans.
Beyond delivering quality educational programs to a broad
spectrum of people, the colleges link the academic coraniunity with the
larger communities of business, industry, human service agencies, etc.
To meet this objective, the colleges identify the changing needs of
these groups — most specifically their need for trained personnel —
and deteimine what programs and services wiDJL continue to satisfy
their demands. Identifying these needs and developing the appropriate
academic and vocational programs to respond to them define the specific
structure and function of the individual colleges.
The Massachusetts community colleges create an essential link
between education and business for both the citizens and the Common-
wealth. If the State is to continue to attract jobs -producing
industries, it must be able to point to its natural resources -- and
in Massachusetts, the most abundant natural resource is a well-trained
and well-educated work force.
The final goal of the community college is to provide a forum
where the educational, social, human service, and athletic activities
of the community can develop and thrive. As the community’s college
6the schools strive to service more than the traditional academic, voca-
tional and training needs of the community through their networks of
community arts, leisure, and service activities.
These common features which distinguish the community college
from other segments of higher education — the commitment to accessi-
bility, the development of responsive academic programs, emd the emphasis
on active community involvement — establish the purpose and mission of
the system of canmunity colleges. Through the application and realiza-
tion of these principles, each college shapes its own definition and
r
charts its own course.
The New England Association of Schools and Colleges is the re-
gional accrediting agency of Massachusetts. All of the community
colleges hold full accreditation from the New England Association.
The following information taken from a report by the Massachusetts
Board of Regional Community Colleges to the special coranission on the
reorganization of higher education, January 3> 1990> indicates the size
and geographical location of each institution within the Massachusetts
community college system.
Founded in i960, Berkshire Community College with I718 students
was the first community college in the Massachusetts system. Today
it occupies a new I80 acre campus four miles west of the center of
Pittsfield.
Northern Essex Community College with 3022 students was establish-
ed in 1961 and is located in Haverhill a short distance from Route 1+95.
Massachusetts Bay Community College with I928 students, also
founded in I96I, is located in Wellesley where it occupies the buildings
7of a former high school.
Greenfield Coinm\inity College with IU28 students, founded in I962,
is located in the foothills of the Berkshires off of Route 91,
Cape Cod Community College with I715 students was established in
1961 and in I97O moved to its new campus, located on the north side of
the Mid-Cape Highway in West Barnstable,
Mount Wachusett Community College with I613 students is located
in Gardner and was established in 1963* The college moved to its new
300 acre campus in 1973*
Quinsigamond Community College with 2129 students, also founded
in 19631 is located in Worcester. It now occupies the former Assumption
Prep School facility.
Holyoke Community College with 2928 students was established as
a municipal junior college in 19^6 and entered the State community
college system in 1964.
North Shore Community College with 2376 students became the ninth
college in the system in I965. It is currently located in temporarily
leased facilities in Beverly.
Massasoit Community College with 2867 students was established in
1966. Its new campus is located in Brockton.
Bristol Community College with 3269 students was also established
in 1966 and occupies a IO6 acre site in the northwest section of Fall
River.
Springfield Technical Community College with 3465 students was
originally organized by the City of Springfield in 1964 and later
merged with the Massachusetts system in I967.
8Th© ‘thirteenth member of the system, Middlesex Community College,
with 1402 students was established in I97O and now occupies buildings
in the Veterans Administration Complex in Bedford, Plans are 'underway
to move to the ^terist Fathers property adjacent to the present campus.
Roxbury Community College with 530 students was founded in 1972
and is now located in a converted church building. The Massachusetts
Board of Regional Community Colleges has selected a location for the
college's permanent campus in the southwest corridor area of Boston.
The newest ccanraunity college is Bunker HiU. Community College
with 2299 students established in 1973 in Charlestown. Construction
is cxirrently underway to complete the college's building program.
Staff Development
.
Community colleges have always provided opportu-
nities for their faculty members to learn about the students attending
the institution, to keep up with the new developments in their field,
and to explore new approaches to teaching. These "inservice training"
activities became ritualized in the fall faculty orientation sessions,
the ubiquitous but unused professional library, and an occasional trip
to a conference or workshop. By the end of the 1960's, such activ-
ities had become traditional in an institution that prided itself on
non-traditional approaches and ideas. (Zwerling, 1976)
With the seventies, however, came a new realization of the need
for assisting all staff members in the institution to become better
prepared for accepting the tasks of higher education. Inservice train-
ing, therefore, became staff development. New activities within the
institution and a new professional group, the staff development facil-
itators, began to appear in community colleges all across the United
9States and Ceinada. (Cohen,
.197^).
Inservice education of teachers is perceived as any professional
development activity that a teacher undertakes singularly or with other
teachers after receiving his or her initial teaching certificate and
after beginning professional practice. (Edelfelt, 1975) For the pur-
poses of this study, in place of "teacher” we will substitute "admin-
istrator."
Current literature on community colleges is replete with calls
for inservice staff development activities for community college
faculty. It is somewhat ironic that there have been no corresponding
calls for euiministrative staff development (either inservice or pre-
service), Writers such as Roy Edelfelt, Ben Harris, Terry O'Banion,
John Rouche, and many others have provided data indicating the need
for specially trained faculty and administrators to deal with the
"new students" who are no longer "new" to most community colleges. If
the student requires a change in the traditional teaching strategies
and curriculum in order to meet his or her needs, it would seem to
follow that that change will not occur without administrative support.
T5ie evidence is quite clear that an administrative team may not be
successful in instituting the changes it desires, but it never misses
in preventing change. (Rippey> 1978)
Edelfelt (1975) indicates that there is a general feeling in
educational circles that administration is not providing appropriate
leadership and that the primary reason of ineffective educational
leadership is lack of competent skills. Lack of competence is not the
same as incompetence. Lack of competence occurs when people do not
10
know what they are supposed to do or have not been properly trained to
do it.
In the last five years, the tenn "staff development" has gained
prominence in higher education. It provides an appropriate level for
programs that are not oriented to faculty or to management exclusively
but are intended for all personnel who staff a school or college.
Staff development can be divided into personal and professional de-
velopment. The former is concerned with improvement of people --
their attitudes about themselves, their jobs, and their personal lives,
while the latter is concerned with the improvement of job-related
skills, knowledge, and attitudes. (Harmons, I978)
Broadly speaking, staff development activities for inservice
administrator education should do the following; (^) enhance under-
standing and capabilities by sharing experiences, knowledge, and
ideas; (b) identify problems and issues; (c) examine and redefine the
purposes; (d) examine the respective roles and responsibilities of
the institutions, agencies, and organizations involved; (e) identify
promising new approaches and models; (f) examine the requirements for
the structure, organization, and governance; (g) develop reccxnmendations
for improvement. (Edelfelt, 1975)
Hammons (1978) further indicates that inservice training is the
responsibility of every administrator and this view was held by many
presidents and deans, and was, until the 1970's, the prevalent devel-
opmental approach. The logic is hard to refute. Staff development
should be the responsibility of every administrator. Consequently,
since no additional personnel are required and the costs are low.
inservice training may continue to be the responsibility of every ad-
ministrator.
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On the other hand, administrators, especially first-level admin-
istrators in higher education, have had little, if euiy, training in
staff development and most are already hopelessly ensnarled in more
immediate responsibilities such as staff meetings, scheduling, evalu-
ation of faculty, curriculum development, etc. (Hammons, 1978)
Massachusetts presently has fifteen community colleges, and this
study will speak to the inservice staff development activities as they
exist at this time. The author will attempt to create a framework for
the development of inservice education for first-level community col-
lege administrators in Massachusetts. At the present time, enti^-level
administrators are known as division chairpersons. The position de-
scription as published by the Massachusetts Personnel Policies Com-
mission (see Appendix A) commences with a brief statement of duties
which describes the division chairperson as the administrator who is
responsible for the overall academic leadership of division programs
and courses; for implementing management practices and processes
which
maximize personnel and supportive resources in the achievement of
divisional and college goals, for developing and providing staff
de-
velopment opportunities for divisional personnel; for
evaluation of
divisional personnel. This description clearly indicates
that the
division chairpersons are no longer required to be
subject-matter
specialists, but now must be overall "division
specialists" and "devel
opers" who must develop division courses,
programs, and faculty in
and administering the entire division.
This
addition to managing
12
study will attempt to determine the skills necessary for the div-
ision chairperson to complete his or her duties effectively.
The purpose, processes, and rewards of inservice education as
outlined by Edelfelt (1976) are presented in abbreviated form to indi-
cate the direction to which one might look in an effort to organize
inservice staff development activities for division chairpersons in
Massachusetts. These purposes include; advanced degrees, credential
licensure, institutional improvement, professional advancements or
promotion, retraining for new assignments, personal and professional
developnent. The processes include; formal college or \iniversity
st\idy, workshops, local seminars, analysis of professional practice
with both formal and informal study of teaching, administration,
counseling, etc., course^ workshops, institutes, special training in
new levels of subjects. The rewards include; degrees, better job
opportunities, new knowledge, improved competence, and self-satisfac-
tion. (Edelfelt, 1976)
Inherent in the whole notion of inservice education is the belief
that all professional people can grow and develop; that once they
become professional adults, they do not or at least should not stand
still. This has always been important in American education because,
traditionally, we have recognized that we have not yet reached full
professional status. Colleges and universities have not yet learned
to turn out the perfect professional practitioner. That "ideal" of
1966 would be grossly imperfect for 198O. Times change, pupils change,
curriculums change, situations change; and so we must have dynamic
professional growth programs if we are going to have anything
13
approximating excellence in education now or in the future. (Harris,
1966)
This study is built upon the assumption that an effective method
to accomplish continuing, dynamic professional growth programs is to
implement systematic approaches to assessment of staff development
needs. In brief, the following approaches permit effective staff de-
velopment activities: exploration of needs, identification of selec-
ted problem areas, selecting specific objectives of professional growth
for individual or groups, and planning a program of selected activities
to achieve these specific objectives. (Harris, I966)
Inservice Education
. Guidelines for staff development programs are
long standing, but designing inservice programs that are more than
courses and workshops is intricate and baffling. (Edelfelt and Johnson,
1975) There are few precedents, but there are no existing inservice
designs at the state level in Massachusetts to offer guidance and
legitimacy in concept, orgajiization, framework, and support to would-
be staff developers.
This researcher believes that among the concepts of an inservice
program must be a focus on the body of factual knowledge which can
improve the performance of existing administrators and prepare faculty
members for administrative positions. This cognitive material includes
specific orientation to Massachusetts community colleges, i.e. who
does what and how; and, also, content that deals with general admin-
istrative functions, i.e. supervising people, building budgets, etc.
This researcher also believes that the preparation of faculty for
administrative positions or even the preparation of current administrators
lU
for higher level positions in community colleges requires both pre-
se 2rvrice and inservice staff development activities which are designed
to include a variety of topics and training formats. As Edelfelt (1977)
has said;
The fundamental purpose of inservice education is the improve-
ment of educational programs for students. Inservice programs
for the professional development of educational personnel
should, therefore, be designed, in the final analysis, to have
an impact on the quality of school programs for the students.
Roy Edelfelt and Gordon Lawrence (1975) have prepared a histor-
ical analysis of inservice education in which twelve concepts evolved
which have been significant in the shaping of inservice education.
For the purpose of this study, this researcher will be concerned with
I
the inadequacy of the following concepts as useful for current in-
service needs:
The primary role of the school is the giving and receiving of
information.
Learning is the receiving of information to be stored and
used later.
Curriculum and teaching (administrating) are relatively
fixed elements in the school.
The main business of teacher (administrator) education is
the quest for mastery of scane relatively stable subject
matters and methods of teaching (administrating).
Inservice education is training that is designed, planned,
and conducted for the teacher (administrator) by persons
in authority.
Leadership is ''direction from above," and motivation is
"direction for outside."
Supervision is diagnosis, prescription, modeling, inspection,
and rating.
Intellectual leadership in goal setting and planning for in-
service education appropriately comes from outside the school.
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In another careful historical review of inservice education,
H. G. Richey (1957> p. 36) drew this conclusion:
During the nineteenth century, inservice programs of teacher
(administrator) training . . . reflected, above all else,
the prevailing and partially valid assumption that the im-
maturity, meager educational equipment, and experience of
the teacher rendered him unable to analyze or criticize his
own teaching, or, unless given direction, to improve it.
A positive approach to developmental activities seems to be lacking in
the above statement. In this study we make the assumption that pro-
fessional persons desire to grow and that each individual must assume
the responsibility of his or her own inservice education, thus contri-
buting to the achievement of desired goals of inservice programs.
The fundamental problem with inservice education currently is
that there has never been a broad scheme of inservice education with
a clear concept of purpose, appropriate undergirding of policy, legit-
imacy of commitment and fixed responsibility for attaining agreed upon
goals. (Edelfelt and Lawrence, 1975)
Division Chairpersons . The decentralization of administrative authority
and the rising influence of faculty members in the formulation of col-
lege policies has led to the arrangement in which division chairpersons
have a significant role to perform. As reported earlier, James H.
Roach (1976) estimated eighty percent of all administrative decisions
take place at the division chairperson’s level. Yet, chairpersons are
often selected for their positions for reasons other than demonstrated
administrative skills.
In a study conducted by James Hammons and Terry Wallace (1977)
>
administrative position appears to be morethey concluded that no
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pivotal in facilitating grassroots change in the connnunity college
than that of the- di-vision chairperson. The results of the study done
by Hammons and Wallace indicated that inservice training received by
chairpersons was generally nominal and that self-improvement activity
appeared weak.
In a later study, Jim Hammons, Terry Wallace, and Gordon Watts
(1978 ), discovered that before a college can function effectively,
staff development is not sufficient in itself, and that other ingredi-
ents were necessary, such as; the allocation of authority and respon-
sibility, the establishment of clear-cut goals and canraunications
networks, the existence of efficient decision-making processes and
techniques for sol-ving problems, the fostering of procedures for
managing and resol-ving conflict, ard the development of methods for
determining priorities. They found that few community college admin-
istrators are even -vaguely familiar with the "science" of management
that is slowly, but surely, evol-ving; few administrators are skilled
in planning, implementing, and evaluating change; turnover in manage-
ment positions is relatively high and many replacements are hired from
within the institution from non-management positions. The latter
statement confirms the need to provide inservice staff development
opportunities for new entry-level administrators.
Research done by Carol Zion and Connie Sutton (1973) at Miami-
Dade Community College concluded that curriculum development and
student, faculty, and administrative development cannot be
separated
from one another. Zion and Sutton discovered that programs
for
faculty and administrative development should resemble in
purpose.
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planning, and procedxire the best teaching and learning models for
student development. Inservice education for those in teaching and
management cannot be effective on a piecemeal basis without an inte-
grative purpose. Inservice staff development should reflect an organ-
ized philosophy, clearly stated goals and coir^)rehensive planning.
Research done by Evans, Dean, Neagley and Ross (1973) found
that nationally the community college's aim of becoming the frontier
of instructional innovation, "the cutting edge" of change in higher
education, face major obstacles. The Evans' group found that admin-
istrative staff development needs reveal problems which require care-
ful attention if two-year institutions are to fulfill their mission.
Administrative professional growth appears to be related to the
administrator's responsibilities as a change agent; and, secondly,
deficiencies appear in the area of efficient management skills. A
natiiral by-product of the research of this study, which will be done
in Massachusetts community colleges, will be the revelation of any
correlation between local norms and national norms
.
James Roach's (1976) work sheds further insight into the role
of the division chaii^erson. According to Roach, the division chair-
person is often caught in the middle of academic and territorial
battles between faculty and the union, or faculty and the senior admin
istrators. The division chairpersons may find their loyalties divided
among administrative colleagues, students, and faculty.
Hammons and Wallace (1977) have stated:
The capacity of the community college to adapt to
the rapidly
changing milieu in higher education in the 1970’ s
depends
primarily on the ability of the faculty to change. In
this
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respect, no administrative position is more pivotal than that
of the division chairperson. Yet, the nature, characteristics,
demands, and needs of the role are only beginning to be
studied. (1977, p. 55)
Focus of the Study . In this study this writer will assess selected di-
vision chairpersons at each of the fifteen community colleges in Mass-
achusetts (two representatives at each institution) to determine what
they perceive are their staff development needs. While each community
college should develop its own staff development activities suited
to its own parti c\ilar needs, this researcher will assess, summarize,
and report common staff development needs throughout the state of
Massachusetts and recommend a framework for the achievement of staff
development activities for division chairpersons in Massachusetts com-
munity colleges. This writer will gather data on the following research
questions:
1. Role. Who is the division chairperson? The division chair-
person hovers between the faculty and administration. Learning who the
chairperson is, or is not, as the case may be, leads to a parallel
question about his or her role.
2. Role functions: What is he or she supposed to do? Only
when
the chairperson knows the expectations of his two main
constituencies,
faculty and an administration, can he or she rationally
assess his or
her performance and his or her developmental needs.
3. staff development needs: What skill
does the division chair-
person need to be effective in the fulfillment of
his or her duties?
4. Future: What activities will promote
administrator staff
development for division chairpersons in Massachusetts
community colleges?
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Twelve to fifteen questions (see appendix b) will be asked of
each participant during personal interviews in an effort to solicit
candid responses related to the role, function, and skills required
of division chairpersons as perceived by the interviewees. Interviews
will be recorded, transcribed, and a content analysis of the interview
responses will serve as the basis for the development of a framework
for inservice staff development activities for division chairpersons
in Massachusetts community colleges.
Limitations of the Study . The fifteen Massachusetts community colleges
are presently governed by a centralized board in Boston, and although
the author endorses a strong integration of activities between the
board and the individual community colleges, the study will not embrace
research to include such matters as how to work effectively with the
board of trustees. The primary reason for such a decision is a prag-
matic one. Very few first-level administrators are called upon to
have direct interaction with the board members. Senior administrators
(presidents and deans) are the direct links to board members and,
though division chairpersons are affected by board decisions, they
are, nevertheless, represented by the deans and presidents.
This study will focus on the first-level academic administrator
in Massachusetts community colleges; however, there is a certain amount
of generailzability which would be applicable to division chairpersons
in various community colleges. The interview process would be useful
for other states to consider and adopt for their own investigations.
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This writer recognizes that the instrument used was both ob-
jective and subjective and that the gathering of data was influenced
by the author 'a personal bias based on her own years of experience as
an educator and administrator in higher education.
Definition of terms .
Inservice education . Roy Edelfelt and Margo Johnson (1975)
define inservice education as any professional development activity
that a teacher undertakes singly or with other teachers after receiving
his or her initial teaching certificate and after beginning profes-
sional practice. In place of "teacher" we will substitute "adminis-
trator" for the purposes of this study.
Staff development . Staff development is defined as the spa of
all planned activities designed for the purpose of improving, expanding,
and renewing the skills, knowledge, and abilities of participants.
This includes institutes, workshops, seminars, special pxirpose meetings
both in and out of school as well as in and out of education. (Hendee,
1976)
For the purpose of this study, the writer accepts a number of
alternative words observed by the following scheme suggested by Nicholson,
et al (1976)
A B C
continuing
continuous professional
teacher
personnel
staff development
growth
education
preparation
renewal
iii5)rovement
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The choice of words depends upon one's personal view. This writer
will use the terras interchangeably because the literature appears to
be nondefinitive on any precise terminology.
Curriculum and instruction
. Curriculum may be defined as a
logical organization of subject matter. Instruction is defined as
the mechanism by which we transmit the information. (Bussis and
Chittendon, 1976)
Leadership
. Ralph M. Stogdill (1974) defines leadership as the
process of directing and influencing the task-related activities of
g2X>up members including: the involvement of other people -followers
or subordinates and the \inequal distribution of power among leaders
and group members.
Humsin relations . For the purpose of this study, human relations
will be defined as on-the-job relationships that administrators should
develop and maintain with their subordinates, peers, and superiors on
an individual and group basis. (Plunkett, 1975)
First-level administrator . For the purpose of this study, the
first-level academic administrator will be defined as that person re-
sponsible for the overall academic leadership of division programs and
N
courses, the supervision of all division personnel; for maintaining
the academic integrity of all division programs and courses; for imple-
menting management practices and processes which maximize personnel
and supportive resources in the achievement of divisional and college
goals
;
for developing and providing staff development opportunities
for divisional personnel; for evaluation of divisional personnel. That
person is called division chairperson. (Personnel Policies Commission
of the J^ssachusetts Board of Regional Commvmity Colleges)
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Summary
. In this chapter, the rapid growth of the Massachusetts com-
munity college system has been described. The response to addressing
the needs of the communities they serve by the community colleges has
been viewed as commendable. While it is clear that faculty development
has been successful, it is apparent that the time has arrived when
Massachusetts community colleges must turn their attention to the
inservice staff development needs for first-level administrators.
The purposes of the study have been presented and the author’s
intention to survey the perceptions and needs of division chairpersons
have been outlined. Limits of the study are described and a definition
of terms are presented.
In the chapter which follows, related literature will be dis-
cussed to offer a rationale for a framework of an effective staff devel-
opment program for first level academic administrators in community
colleges.
Chapter III will present the methodology selected to gather data
on the perceptions of the division chairpersons, of the role, preparation
and needs of first-level academic administrators.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
ON
INSERVICE EDUCATION
AND
ADMINISTRATOR DEVELOPMENT
Introduction
. The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature
on inservice education and administrator development to better under-
stand the issues and problems inherent in inservice education and to
discover new ideas and approaches for meeting the staff development
needs of first level academic administrators.
Inservice Education . A comparison of definitions of inservice educa-
tion over time is provided by two National Education Association pub-
lications. The first definition is from a paper by the Research Divi-
sion of that association in I966 .
The term inservice education is used by educators to denote
efforts of administrative and supervisory officials to
promote by appropriate means the professional growth and
development of educational personnel.
Here, inservice education is seen as an activity undertaken by super-
visors and administrators for the sake of teachers and other personnel.
Contrast with this definition the one published nine years
later in the introduction of a National Education Association book
entitled, Rethinking Inservice Education published in 1975:
Inservice education of teachers (or staff development, con-
tinuing education, professional development) is defined as
any professional development activity that a teacher under-
takes singly or with' other teachers after receiving his or
her initial teaching certificate and after beginning pro-
fessional practice, (p. 5)
Here there is no mention of administrators or supervisors. Presumably
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other persons -- supervisors, professors, consultants — may be in-
volved in conducting the Inservice, but there is no mention of that
possibility in the definition.
Inservice can be defined broadly or narrowly. Harris and
Bessent's Inservice Education : A Guide to Better Practice
,
published
in 1969 :
Broadly defined, inservice education must Include all
activities aimed at the improvement of professional staff
members. Since this conception is too broad to be useful
for, the purposes of this book, however, we are defining
inservlce education as planned activities for the in-
structional improvement of professional staff members, (p. 2)
The two limitations that Harris and Bessent impose are (l) that only
planned activities are to be considered and (2) that instructional
improvement is the only goal. This definition would exclude quite a
few activities that might otherwise be considered insei*vice education
but probably serves their purpose of providing a practitioners guide-
book for proposing inservice programs.
The element of planning or systematic design is reiterated in
another definition from Rethinking In-Service Education
,
in an essay
by Orrange and Van Ryn: (1975)
Inservlce education is that portion of professional develop-
ment that should be publicly supported and includes a program
of systematica3J-y designed activities planned to increase
the competencies — knowledge, skills, and attitudes —
needed by school personnel in the performance of their assigned
responsibilities, (p. 47)
Inservice education — and its synonyms — has different
meanings for different ‘writers. Perhaps one useful solution to the
problem of diverging definitions wo\ild be to employ different terms
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to distinguish the different purposes of what is usually lumped vmder
the single heading of inservice education. Robert Howsam in a 1974
essay in Governance by Consortium attempted just such a distinction:
According to this set of categories "in-service" education
is defined as special preparation needed by virtue of being
assigned to a situation where an approach is used which
would not customarily by learned in the pre- service program
nor would the teacher normally have learned it in some
other way. For example, the school or district might adopt
the Individually Guided Education (IGE) system of teaching.
The teachers have been educated in individualization of
instruction but not in the particular system which IGE
uses. It is the enqployer who, by his choice, created the
demand for the training. He should, therefore, identify the
program of preparation as "in-service" and make slU pro-
visions for it. Thus, "in-service" is training, the need
for which is derived directly from particularized ap-
proaches adopted by the employer or from assignments made
by him.
"Continuing professional education" is education
following entry to the profession, the need for which
is derived from development of knowledge and skills
which were not available at the time of pre-service
preparation or were not included in the preparatory
program. In teaching, this consists both of needs in
the area of the teaching field (academic) and is pro-
fessional knowledge and practice.
The three categories of education for teachers are
particularly useful in allocating responsibilities
among the several parties:
1. Pre-service is offered by colleges or universities
according to standards established for training by
profession. In this area the collaboration of schools
and associations is sought.
2. In-service is the responsibility of the employer
who may offer it directly, contract to have it offered,
or subsidize the individual in his own pursuit of the
learning.
3. Continuing education is the responsibility oi* "the
individual, but making it possible is a responsibility
shared by all interested parties, (p. l8)
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To round out our discussion of the definitions of inservice
education, let us consider finally the definition used by the com-
mittee which prepared the James Report, Teacher Education and Training
,
In England in 1972:
The third cycle (inservice education) comprehends the
whole range of activities by which teachers can extend
their personel education, develop their professional
competence and improve their understanding of educational
principles and techniques, (p. 5)
Note that this English definition is comprehensive ("the whole range
of activies") rather than restrictive in scope.
For the pxirpose of this study, this writer accepts the Orrange
and Van Ryn 4efinition (p.24 ) taken from Rethinking Inservice Edu-
cation (1975) • This definition supports the notion that the elements
of planning and systematic design will develop a process for growth
in school (college) personnel. Well-planned and systematically de-
signed programs will eliminate inappropriate activities and will
foster a clearly conceptualized view of the nature and function of
inservice education.
A review of the ERIC research on inservice education reveals
entries which include project and action programs, summaries and
syntheses of theory and research, process of doctoral theses, pro-
posals for new or needed programs, reports of evaluation studies,
speeches and the like. They present a wide variety of types of in-
service education.
What is the nature of inservice education ? The topic itself
is called by a wide variety of names, such as; staff development,
professional development, continuing education, retraining, graduate
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study, personnel development, etc.
What are the various approaches to Inservlce education ? There
are various types of programs described or proposed for inservice
education which include: courses, workshops, seminars, curriculum
development, conferences, institutes, teacher centers, and clinics,
sabbaticals, institutional visiting, educational travel exchange
programs, minicourses, microteaching, independent study, tutorial
sessions, correspondence study, professional reading, simulations,
role playing, video tape analysis of teacher and administrator be-
havior, and television lessons. (Nicholson, 1976)
The emergence of approaches to inservice education may be
observed in the transition of simply listing a comprehensive set of
different types of inservice educational activities as presented by
the National Education Association in 1956 to the "categorized" list
of approaches to inservice education as published in 1957 by Eer^,
Harris and Walden.
The 1956 National Education Association list of inservice
education approaches include: classes and courses, institutes, con-
ferences, workshops, staff meetings, committee work, professional
reading, individual conferences, visits, and demonstrations, field
trips, travel, camping, work experience, teacher exchanges, research,
professional writing, professional association work, cultural ex-
periences, and community organization work. This is a comprehensive
list. (National Education Association, I966 )
The approaches presented by Berg, et al were categorized after
a siirvey was conducted of several hundred school districts
across
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the country. These categories are;
1. The centralized approach in which inservlce is initiated and
conducted by persons in the central office of the school system
2. The decentralized approach, in which inservlce is the respon-
sibility of the school staff themselves
3. The centrally coordinated approach, in which programs are co-
ordinated and assisted through a central office. The structure
of inservice activities -- who initiated and controls what.
(Henry, 1957, p. 2?)
By categorizing the approaches to inservice education, Berg,
et al were able to develop a structure and accountability for the
approaches
.
A decade later. Bush (1971) presented four categories which
provided a useful conceptual framework for sorting out the various
methods of inservlce education. They include:
1. Expository exhortations
2. Demonstration
3. Supervised trials
4. Analysis of performance
These four categories provide a useful conceptual framework
for sorting the various methods of inservice education.
When Edelfelt reviewed several hundred sources in the ERIC
system from 1973“1974, he discovered that many of the newest inservice
ERIC sources were based on technological developments and their ap-
plication to inservice education, for example, video tape analysis
and television lessons. Thus, inservlce education has apparently
kept up with the age of modern technology that seems to be a part of
the present educational offerings.
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The ERIC literature reveals a substantial variety of inservice
experiences which are probably appropriate for different purposes.
The variety is rich and encouraging. Yet, throughout the review of
literature is a search for conceptual handles on inservice education.
Important questions are clouded by rhetoric, vague and redundant lan-
guage, and, above all, by the lack of general analytic process which
separates fact from ideology, issue and concept. (Nicholson, I976)
Nicholson et al (1976) suggest general contexts for inservice
education: Job embedded, job related, the credential-oriented, the
professional-organization related, and the self-directed. In each
context, the administrator or teacher may be seen as, respectively,
an employee of an institution, a colleague of other administrators,
a student of higher education, a member of a profession, or an indi-
vidual craftsman. Consideration given to these general contexts for
inservice education yield a more than adequate proposition for the
first-level community college academic administrator.
Administrator Centers vs Teacher Centers . Another concept of
inservice education is the innovation of "teacher centers." Yarger
( 1974 ) identified almost six hundred different programs which fit
his definition of "teacher centers." Some centers are established
by schools or school districts; others by universities and colleges;
still others by consortia of entities working together. The differ-
ences among them are immense; what they have in common is that their
sole reason d'etre is to provide inservice opportunities for teachers
to improve themselves at their own discretion. This researcher has
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considered the possibility of "axiministrator centers" for first-level
administrators whereby the centers could be located at each institu-
tion or perhaps in regionalized locations for the convenience of ad-
ministrators of several colleges. However, the financial burden of
such centers has prohibited farther consideration of such a proposal.
Traditional professional growth opportunities
. Traditional growth
opportunities include; release time, sabbatical leave, general
education courses and professional readings.
Release time . Surveys conducted by Johnson (1972) confirmed
that release time during the school year to allow professionals to
pursue their own educational interests were looked upon favorably
by the professionals
. Release time may be granted for several hours
from regular duties during the school week to be devoted to inservice.
Monitoring of inservice activities could be as tight or as loose as
each school desired.
Sabbatical leave . The other time -based mode of inservice
education in the self-directed context is the sabbatical leave. An
older concept than released time, the sabbatical is much more common
among college and \miversity professors than among school teachers.
Originally, the sabbatical was considered or granted once every seven
years. Now there is considerable variation frcan institution to in-
stitution in regard to its length, its frequency, the rate of pay
(expressed as a fraction of full pay), and the requirements for eli-
gibility. (Johnson, 1972)
General education courses and professional reading . The other
methods of self-directed inservice education are general education
courses and professional reading. Continuing education courses may
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be taken by administrators siniply to satisfy their own interests
and not only to earn an advanced degree or to qualify for a higher
level of certification. This sort of inservice can be facilitated
by schools and \iniversities, respectively, by granting tuition and
fees or by waiving or reducing them. Professional reading through
administrator's own initiative is enabled through allotment of funds
for teachers to purchase professional books or through establishment
of professional libraries. Books are usually the primary tool of
preservice education, but studies have shown that their use is re-
latively rare in inservice education. (Lawrence, 197^)
In this review of literature on inservice education, two sig-
nificant references found were In-Service Education
,
(Henry, 1957)
and Improving in-Service Education (Rubin, 1971)* Both of these are
collections of essays which are comprehensive, and they provide an
overview of the prcblems which may exist for administrators who super-
vise faculty. They also provide insight into the inservice scene,
its history, and psychology; suggested guidelines; the respective
roles of teachers, administrators, and consultants; descriptions of
local, area, state, regional, and national programs; and organiza-
tion, evaluation, and training for inservice. The Rubin book is a
series of essays by prominent educators (Dwight Allen, Robert Bush,
Ronald Lippitt, to name a few) eind offers a theoretical and concep-
tual background of inservice education. In addition, Rubin offers
a series of practical implications for professional development.
The research conducted by Lawrence (197*+) for the Florida
Department of Education suggests dichotomous approaches to the
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management of Inservice activities; for example, individualized
activities vs. activities common to all; active role vs reception
role. Lawrence collaborated with Edelfelt (1975) in the National
Education Association's Rethinking Inservice Education
. Their pre-
sentation includes an analysis of the historical assumptions under-
lying traditional inservice education, an overview of the state of
the art of inservice and some considerations for the future. Edelfelt
s^^lsins that the literature on inservice education has been concerned
with asking the question of "what" is there in new programs to the
exclusion of asking "why" and "how" programs succeed or fail. The
process of inservice education has been neglected in favor of the
content of inservice education.
Edelfelt (1975) further explains that traditional inservice
education programs have consisted almost entirely of information
gathering activities; attending workshops, taking college courses
and institutes, reading professional journals, reading inservice
bulletins, discussing methods and other professionals, attending
professional conventions. Programs that stress utilization of in-
formation or practice of techniques and feedback have been distinctly
in the minority.
The National Education Association (19^6) determined that pre-
service and inservice education programs have gradually merged so
that the distinction between the two of them has been becoming
blurred. Preservice and inservice programs must be closely coordina-
-
ted so that there is no hard and fast line between them. The bulk
of competence aquisition is accomplished while the person is in service.
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Lawrence (1975) found the following emerging designs of in-
service education:
1. Individualized programs are more likely to accomplish their
objectives than programs that have the same activities for
all participants. Individualization, furthermore, shouldbe understood not to be limited to variations merely in pace
and sequence of materials. (Lawrence, 1975, p. 10)
2. Programs in which participants take some active role are
more likely to be successful than those in which participants
are limited to a passive or receptive role. (Lawrence. 1975
p. 10) *
3. Programs based on a demonstration of materials or technique,
combined with a supervised trial followed by some form of
*
feedback, are more likely to be successful than those in
which information or instructions are learned and stored
for future application. (Sobol, I97I, p. 21)
h. Programs in which participants provide mutual assistance
are more likely to be successful than those in which
participants work entirely on their own. (Sobal, I97I, p. 21)
5. Programs occurring as a part of an overall staff develop-
ment plan or general effort of the school are more likely
to be successful than one-shot efforts. (Rubin, 1975, p. 11)
6. Programs of emergent design, in which participants themselves
choose at least some of the goals and activities, are more
likely to be successful than programs which are entirely
preplanned. (Devore, 1971, p. 2)
7. Rubin (1975) states, "Ultimately, however, we must have
participants who are self-directive, who participate in
the organization of their own self-improvement." (p. 12)
Lawrence concludes that inservice education programs in the
future must be quite different from those of the past.
Belief systems
. While working with the staff and faculty of
the Integrated Day Program at the University of Massachusetts School
of Education, Bunker (1979) found it helpful to use an approach based
on a set of beliefs or conditions which encourage individual and
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group professional growth. That group has found that involving all
staff in designing their own staff-development program is an approach
which can make a positive difference in the success of inservice edu-
cation programs. The beliefs which follow were derived from both the
literature on helping relationships and on Bunker's personal expe-
riences as a staff developer. They are: (p. 2)
1. Participants should be actively involved in solving real
problems. People learn to do what they do. Learning takes
place when people have an opportunity to ineract with data.
2. Participants* needs must be met. In order to deal with '
higher order needs (cognitive, self-actualization) lower order
needs (psychological, security, belongingness) must be met.
3* Participants should be involved in decision making about
the design, implementation, and evaluation of their own
programs. Shared decision making increases involvement.
4. Skill acquisition is valued. Skills are the tools for
solving real problems,
5. Participants respond positively to the opportunity to work
from their strengths. People are more effective when they
feel good about themselves. Success is built upon success.
6. Participants seem better able to apply new learnings, refine
their skills and continue growing as they get feedback and
support from others. Human support systems encourage move-
ment toward renewal.
7. Growth takes time and is continuous.
8. Participants will benefit from self-initiated and self-
directed learning. People are their own instruments for
growth. A major aim of staff development is to help others
become more self-directed.
Bunker's writings emphasize that being an effective helper is
an attribute which must become a professional habit if others are to
feel helped by their interactions. Bunker further reports that be-
cause behaviors are dictated by beliefs, leaders would need to continue
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to examine their beliefs and aims for congruence in their professional
behaviors
,
•
Summary on inservice education
. In this section, we have
looked at the literatiire on inservice education. The writer con-
curs with Edelfelt (1975) when he states that inservice education
is a complex topic. Inservice education for administrators should
enhance the understanding and capabilities of each administrator
and should examine their respective roles and responsibilities. In
addition, Bunker* s set of beliefs offer a framework from which staff
development activities may proceed. For example, participants (ad-
ministrators) sho\ald be involved in the decision making about the
design, implementation and evaluation of their own programs. Skill
acquisition is valued; growth takes time and is continuous. These
beliefs must be a part of inservice education for first level academic
administrators in Massachusetts community colleges.
Administrator development . In this section, the focus is on admin-
istrator development. Many sources of data were consulted in order
to build concepts about the structure of inservice administrator de-
velopment for first level administrators. An interesting phenomenon
is the fact that over a period of ten years, the definition of in-
service education, published by the National Education Association
has apparently excluded administrators. Note the difference between
the two definitions that follow: The first appeared in I966 :
The term inservice education is used by educators to denote
efforts of administrative and supervisory officials to
promote by appropriate means the professional growth and
development of educational personnel, (p. 5)
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Examine the I975 definition and note the words administrator develop-
ment have been excluded:
In-service education of teachers for staff development, con-
tinuing education, professional development is defined as
any professional development activity that a teacher under-
takes singly or with other teachers after receiving her or
his initial teaching certificate and after beginning pro-
fessional practice, (p. 5 )
The inclusion of administrative and supervisory personnel in
early definitions of inservice education as evidenced by the I966
publication by the Research Division of the National Education
Association and the exclusion of administrative and supervisory
personnel from a 1975 publication by the same organization, Re-
thinking Inservlce Education may have inadvertently been merely an
oversight; on the other hand, it may indicate a declining interest
in inservlce education for administrators.
The National Education Association definition of inservice
education above does indicate that administrators were at least in-
volved in a process for professional growth activities even though
the development activities were not necessarily for themselves.
Dr. Carol Zion, Director of Management and Organization De-
velopment for Miami Dade Community College (1973) suggests that
inservlce staff development can be promoted by administrators through
their own behavior, since management activities can serve as a model
for change, just as can inservice faculty programs.
Professional growth for administrators involves a clear under-
standing of their purpose in the institution, awareness of the
variety of means for accomplishing that purpose, recognition of the
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skills and abilities necessary for implementing these means, and
opportunities for acquiring or strengthening these skills and abil-
ities. The contrast of role definition has been made clearer in the
case of faculty than it has been for administrators. The role of
the administrator is to provide and coordinate the reso-urces (human,
technical, financial, and physical) which support the faculty. Cer-
tain skills and abilities are essential if an administrator is to
fulfill his or her role. Professional growth for an administrator
is the acquisition or strengthening particular skills and abilities
associated with his or her role or those associated with the role
he or she wishes to assume. (Zion, 1977)
Institutional renewal . A new approach to institutional re-
newal was designed by the Higher Eiucation Management Institute (HEMI)
in 1976. This program funded by the Exxon Education Foundation, is
dedicated to the improvement of the management of colleges and uni-
versities. Though still in an early experimental stage, HEMI is
striving to build the management skills of administrators. Its pilot
program is guided by several principles considered by them as neces-
sary for bringing about constructive change in administrative leader-
ship. They are:
Institutional commitment. The program has an institutional
orientation. It is most likely to be successful when the
president and vice presidents are fully informed and support
the program.
Organization-wide participation . The program has an organ-
ization-wide focus. Substantially all of the managers in
the institution, or major segments reporting to a vice
president, participate in all program phases.^ Managers at
every level of responsibility and in all institutional areas
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are able to benefit from the program. It is intended to
serve academic affairs, business affairs, community affairs,
and student affairs.
Focus on participants* needs
. The needs of each institution,
and of constituent units and groups of individuals within
the institution, are unique and must be identified and re-
sponded to.
Integrated with individuals* jobs . Assessment of needs for
management development and training, and selection of activ-
ities responding to these needs, must be real and relate to
the Job responsibilities of each individual concerned.
Encouragement of participants* adoption and ownership . Indi-
viduals in the organization must find relative advantage and
personal reward if program participation is to be successful.
Institutional personnel, to the meiximum extent possible, must
learn to plan, conduct, benefit, and evaluate the management
development and training activities they undertake.
Ongoing. Programs for improving organizational functioning
need to be established on an ongoing basis.
Time and dollar cost consciousness . Managers' time has
always been a scarce commodity. Institutional budgets
tighten each year. Efficient use of time and dollar re-
sources are additional means by which the program may grow
and develop as a means to institutional improvement.
(Chronicle of Higher Education, 1978)
The outcome of this pilot program has the potential to make a great
impact on the relationship of administrator development and organ-
izational change and the elements are worth considering in the de-
velopment of inservice education for administrators.
Ryan (1978) suggests that one of the problems that becomes
evident to the administrator seeking professional growth and the
college or \iniversity that appreciates the need for staff
development
is that of intelligently identifying the most appropriate
and desir-
able alternatives. Development may not only be detached
from one's
institutional setting but may be borrowed from business and
industry
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organ! zationa.1 contiexts quite unlike colleges and universities,
Shtogren (1978), too, indicates that administrative development
cannot be isolated from the administrator's institutional context.
The academic administrator's general function is to make his or her
part of the organization work effectively with efficiency and
humaneness
.
Shtogren (1978) further indicates that the close relationship
of the administrator to specific organizational context is underesti-
mated by many administrative development programs. The national or
regional conference rarely focuses on the particular settings of
participants. Even the on-campus workshop may discuss administrative
roles, functions, skills, and strategies as if they had a life of
their own outside the situations of workshop participants. Written
materials used in administrative development and job improvement are
needed for every college and university administrator. This might
be due primarily to a need to keep abreast of new and complex higher
education issues that have implications for administrative role
responsibilities such as collective bargaining, student needs and
new legislation; it might be the need for updating oneself in parti-
cular areas of administrative concern such as personnel policies or
curriculum development; it might also be a need for specific role
guidelines such as duties, authority, and responsibility, especially
in the case of the first-level academic administrator. Adminis-
trators need to be exposed to national trends in staff development.
Each institution must assess its own staff development needs for
Uo
its ovm administrators. By doing so, institutional renewal may be
encouraged by providing administrators with resources for staff de-
velopment opportunities.
Writers such as Fisher (1973), Gaff et al (1977), Knapp ( 1969 ),
Ryan (1976) suggest that while first hand experience may be the best
way to learn administration in the long run, trial-and-error learning
alone can be expensive and inefficient both for the administrator^
and the institution. Learning the science and art of administration
is itself a continuous process that can most effectively be accomp-
lished by complementing on-the-job experience with professional de-
velopment activities creatively fashioned or selected to meet the
specific needs of the individual. Thus, an effective staff devel-
opment program for division chairpersons sho\ild be designed to meet
effective and practical needs of the first-level academic adminis-
trator.
Booth (1977 ), Roach (I976 ), and Shtogren (1977) imply that
division chairpersons are often neglected in the deliberations for
administrator development despite the fact division chairpersons
are the significant and essential link between the faculty and ad-
ministration at most institutions of higher education. Thus, both
top down and bottom up approaches need to be taken in division
chairperson development because of the ’’linking pin" nature of the
position. The division chairpersons should be involved in determin-
ing their developmental activities. Such an approach can help chair-
persons to achieve their greatest potential.
Ul
Richardson (1975) and Lindquist (1977) stress the essential
relationship between the growth and development of individuals and
the organization itself. Edwards and Pruyne (1976) explain that
whether determination is made through self-assessment, an informal
evaluation process, or a structured appraisal system, there probably
are areas of professional and personal development and job improve-
ment needed for eveiy college and university administrator.
Gross (1977) identifies several factors that compel adminis-
trators to consider new approaches to professional growth; (p. 31)
A new sense of management accountability
The declining mobility of administrators due to higher
educational economic depression
The growth and impact of faculty development programs
The inherent relationship between administrator evaluation
aind development
The necessity of administrator renewal for continuing
institutional vitality
The contribution of professional development programs to
the body of knowledge about administrative theory and
practice
The relief and renewal it can bring to meeting day-to-day
administrative pressures
Initial study of administrator development and training activ-
ities in higher education, including a search of the literature on
inservice education shows a clear need for the kind of on site or
near site, job integrated, ongoing inservice education programs for
first-level academic administrators.
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Zofa«r(1976) concluded that significant national and regiona4.,
as well as institutional leadership development opportunities are
evolving for academic administrators. However, he states that much
more could and sho\ild be done to support individual administrative
needs. Responsive and accompanying budget provision of institutions
are necessary for the development of administrative effectiveness
and leadership in every college and university of our era. The major
hurdles of cost, time, and effort must be overcome before colleges
and \miversities discover that administrators in great numbers may
be too busy to save themselves and their institutions from the future.
Development of college or university administrators is, or should be,
an integrated and interrelated, on-going process to benefit the per-
sonal. and professional growth of that individual and his or her ad-
ministrative performance as it contributes to the overall effective
operation of the educational institution. The task of maintaining
the system is no longer a viable option for higher education. In-
stitutions cannot afford to be reactive ; they must take the init-
iative by being proactive in developing their own human resources,
and in helping to shape their own destinies.
Examples of staff development programs for administrators . There
are several community college programs in the country which are
providing staff development activities for academic administrators.
They are
;
Los Medanos College . Los Medanos College in Pittsburg, Calif-
ornia opened its doors in September, 197^* The planners of this
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institution had great visions of being innovators, especially in the
area of staff development. At the onset a professional development
facilitator was appointed and a systematic effort toward staff
development was underway. Their model was known as the Induction
Model for Professional Staff Development and was designed by Charles
C. Collins. Collins had perceived early on that staff development
was a potential solution to problems besetting community colleges.
His recommendation was that the community college itself undertake
the preparation of its own new faculty in an internship-type induc-
tion program and that a professional development facilitator be hired
as an administrative position and answerable directly to the presi-
dent. As is often the case, development efforts were initially di-
rected to faculty development. However, in less than three years the
professional development facilitator had expanded the development
activities to include extensive in-service programs for adminis-
trators. Interestingly enough, the latest concept evolving at Los
Medanos Community College is that a program has been designed to
develop the developers. The college became the site of an intern-
ship program for the development of developers. Kellog has funded
the project for two years, and each semester three interns from
community colleges will spend fourteen weeks on-site at Los Medanos
in an effort to develop into professional development facilitators.
De Anza College . De Anza College in Cupertino, California is
a fairly young institution which first opened its doors about ten
years ago. Duidng its first year the dean in charge of student
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services, initiated weekly meetings devoted to inservice development
for that component. Encouraged by the reception and success he had
had with one component, he then proposed that the administrative
group also plan to meet bi-weekly for inservice development within
their group. The administrators accepted his proposal and began
inservice activities for administrators. They began with sensitivity
training followed by team building activities and at present are
said to be working on transactional analysis. De Anza has pursued
on-campus workshops, off-campus workshops, and employed in-house
and external consultants. They have visited other colleges and in
short, truly were creative in their quest for improvement/develop-
mental activities for administrators.
De Anza discovered that although they benefited from their act-
ivities
,
there was no comprehensive development program for all
staff members of administration. It took several years before the
president, Robert DeHart, was able to establish a staff development
office with a full-time staff development specialist.
University of Illinois . The state of Illinois has a large com-
munity college system which has been involved with staff develop-
ment programs for many years as has the community college system of
Florida. Both systems are funded differently, but the commitment
is equally strong. Given this demonstrated concern, a plan was
conceived as part of the comm\anity college project at the Univer-
sity of Illinois in early 1973 to conduct two similar but separate
studies in both states. Their purpose was to examine how community
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college professionals (facvilty members and administrators) perceive
in-service professional development programs. The Illinois stiidy
was con^leted in 1974, and the Florida study was completed in 1975.
Charles R. Novak and Barbara K. Barnes (I978 ), two community
college professionals, who have analyzed the results of the combined
studies s\iggest that administrators are more concerned about the
purpose of the college than they are about instruction. The faculty,
understandably, are more concerned with instruction than they are
in the nature and mission of the community college. Staff develop-
ment leaders must deal with the dichotomy. One can readily under-
stand the discension which can surface between the administrators
and faculty members because they do not agree. If both sides were
made aware of each others' preferences and the reasons for the dif-
ferences of the opinions, it might not be necessary for any capit-
ulation on either side, and mutual respect could prevail.
Novak and Barnes also determined that faculty were not as con-
cerned as administrators with the measurement of instructional im-
provement or the evaluation of program effectiveness. In Mass-
achusetts, first-level administrators, namely, di\'lsion chair-
persons, are charged with the evaluation of instructional perfor-
mance. The ability or skill of conducting a classroom observation
whereby one must focus on the process rather than the content de-
livered, requires training and developmental activities for those
administrators who may not have had this exposure and who may wish
to better prepare themselves for the task.
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These programs offer some elements worthy of consideration
for the staff developer designing a framework for statewide inservice
education for the first-level academic administrator.
Chapter summary
. This chapter has focused on inservice education
and the elements of administrator development. Literature has been
presented on inservice administrator development and examples of
staff development programs in the country. From these inquiries we
are able to get a vision of what an effective staff development pro-
gram for administrators could look like. Given what we know about
c
inservice education and the needs of academic administrators, the
author proposes to prepare a conceptual framework for the staff
development needs of academic administrators of Massachusetts commu-
nity colleges with an emphasis on the role, functions, and necessary
skills of the division chairpersons.
CHAPTER III
INTERVIEWS WITH DIVISION CHAIRPERSONS
IN
MASSACHUSETTS COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Introduction . The rapid growth of Massachusetts commxinity colleges
and their responses to addressing the needs of the community has
been described in Chapter I. While it is clear that Massachusetts
community colleges have been successful in the area of faculty de-
velopment, it is apparent that they must turn their attention to
inservice staff development for administrators. The problem of
inadequate or total lack of staff development for administrators
and especially first-level academic administrators exists because
of many factors. They include:
1. Lack of clarity of the role itself The position is not clearly
understood by some first level administrators, because very often
the senior administrators have not defined the role as described
by the Massachusetts Board of Regional Community Colleges, (see
Appendix A). Nowhere on the position description for division chair-
persons does it state that the first-level academic administrator
represents faculty. It does, however, clearly state that the divi-
sion chairperson supervises faculty.
2. The functions of division chairpersons have changed with the
advent of collective bargaining. The position, by virtue of the
collective bargaining agreement, became a strong administrative
function with some minor teaching responsibilities.
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3. The division chairpersons were reluctant to forfeit years of
study in a chosen discipline. The notion of becoming professionally
obsolete appears to have been threatening to some.
4. The division chairpersons were being required to move from sub-
ject matter specialists to program developers.
5. Discrepancies in length of workday varied throughout the State;
i.e., nine to five versus faculty day whereby faculty depart their
institutions by two or three p.m.
6. Discrepancies in length of work year; i.e
,
nine months versus
twelve months.
7. Discrepancies in teaching responsibilities. Some division chair-
persons taught three classes, some taught two, and some taught no
classes at all.
Characteristics of Inservice education . Chapter II provided a survey
and analysis of the related professional literature on inservice
education and administrative development. Chapter II included a
description of the characteristics of what staff development could
do for division chairpersons. The characteristics of staff develop-
ment include:
-enhance xmderstanding and capabilities by sharing experiences
knowledge, and ideas
-identify problems and issues
-examine and redefine the purposes
-examine respective roles and responsibilities of the insti-
tution, agencies, and organizations involved
-identify promising new approaches and models
U9
-examine requirements for the structure, organization, and
governance
-develop recommendations for improvement
This study is concerned with the apparent lanrest among first-level
administrators in Massachusetts community colleges due to the lack
of support for inservice educational activities. These concerns are
expressed at local and regional meetings and continues to expand
with the increased responsibility placed on the division chairper-
son because of collective bargaining. This situation led the re-
searcher to pursue her concern for staff development activities for
the first-level academic administrators in Massachusetts community
colleges.
Research questions
. Based on the questions identified in Chapter I
and the review of the literature presented in Chapter II, Chapter III
of this study will present the methodology selected to gather data
on the following research questions:
1. Role: Who is the division chairperson? The division chair-
person hovers between the faculty and administration. Learning who
the chairperson is, or is not, as the case may be, leads to a par-
allel question about his or her role.
2. Role function: What is he or she supposed to do? Only when
the chairperson knows the expectations of his two main constitu*.
encies, faculty and an administration, can he or she rationally
assess his or her performance and his or her developmental needs.
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3. Staff development needs: What skill does the division chairperson
need to be effective in the fulfillment of his or her duties?
U. Future: What activities will promote administrator staff devel-
opment for division chairpersons in Massachusetts community colleges?
Interview approach . Extensive interviewing was conducted, using the
unstandardized interview technique. Kerlinger (1964) describes
this technique as "more flexible and open" and "although the re-
search purposes govern the questions asked, their content, their
sequence, and their wording are entirely in the hands of the inter-
viewer" (p. 469). This interview strategy allows the researcher to
adjust the flow and direction of the dialogue during the course of
the interview.
Research on the interview approach done by Katz and Kahn (1966)
confirms that the exploration of some information is not necessar-
ily facilitated through large scale survey and questionnaire methods
but rather through "depth interviewing of appropriate population
samples within the organization." In addition to its appropriate-
ness as a methodology for exploring certain information, the inter-
view was selected as the major data collection instrument for the
advantages as identified by Katz and Kahn. They have cited its use-
fulness over traditional, large sample questionnaire survey ap-
proach as follows
;
1. The interview encourages the respondent to discuss pri-
vately the areas of performance for which he or she feels
some inservice training would be advantageous.
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2. The interview allows for the elicitation of both anti-
cipated and unanticipated responses, thereby providing the
possibility for the discovery of new information.
3. The interview allows for the immediate clarification of
both confusing (Questions and unclear responses
.
4. The interview provides the respondent recourse to re-
flection and recollection as well as to the spontaneous
flow of ideas. Through the careful rephrasing, probing,
encouragement, and the use of silence, the interviewer is
able to solicit a full range of ideas and feelings that are
not available through other survey methods
.
5. The interview provides for some limited measure of ob-
servation. Non-verbal behaviors, environmental and personal
descriptions, and voice tone can be valuable adjuncts in
the interpretation of direct verbal responses,
6 . The personal nature of the interview also increases the
return rate and the amount of time required from each re-
spondent .
7. Finally, the respondent may actually benefit from taking
part in the interview through broadening perspectives and
expanded self-awareness
.
This researcher used various data gathering strategies, includ-
ing observations, analysis of the position description, and inter-
viewing; used an unstandardized interview format and asked "open"
questions (see appendix b); avoided the articulation of value judg-
ments; conducted conversations with single individuals at a time,
and visited each of the community colleges in Massachusetts in an
effort to increase the perception of seriousness of purpose and
concern for the research at hand.
The researcher combined the "open" questioning technique of
Kerlinger (1964) and the strategies of Katz and Kahn (I966 ) during
the interviews. Throughout the interviews, the researcher contin-
ually asked clarifying types of "open" questions in an attempt to
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elicit both anticipated and unanticipated responses, yet refrained from
making value judgments which would have served to direct interviewee
responses. In an effort to reduce other potentially influencing
factors, individuals were interviewed singly.
On-site interviews
. This researcher set out to visit each of the
fifteen community colleges in Massachusetts and obtained interviews
with a minimum of two division chairpersons at each institution. The
purpose of the interviews was to determine if there were perceived
needs, skills, and preparations desired by the first-level academic
administrator, and to determine if there were common threads of per-
ceptions among the participants from the fifteen community colleges.
The assessment of perceived needs for improvement by the persons for
whom a program is designed is among the most important principles
of any staff development program. Terry O'Banion (1978) states that,
"Staff development programs (regardless of whether they are designed
for administrators, faculty, or classified staff) are always idio-
syncratic. Designed to reflect institutional and personal needs,
they may differ dramatically from one institution to another." Thus,
assessment of the needs of the division chairpersons in Massachusetts
community colleges were conducted and the content of the interview
responses analyzed to arrive at the perceived role function and needs
of the division chairpersons in Massachusetts community colleges.
Interviews were conducted on site at each of the fifteen com-
munity colleges during the fall semester of 1979 "the spring se-
mester of 1980. Most interviews extended from 45 minutes to 60
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minutes and were prearranged by a telephone conversation with each
interviewee and the researcher. During the telephone conversation,
the interviewee was asked how he or she would feel if the dialogue
were to be tape recorded. The intention was to tape record all
intei*views in order to obtain a more detailed, accurate record from
which to analyze the role, role function, and staff development needs
of the division chairperson. All but one person agreed without hesi-
tation to the use of the tape recorder. In addition, occasional
notes were taken during most inteirvlew sessions. From the composite
of data collected through the transcribed recorded interviews, through
general observations and analysis of the position description, this
researcher distilled and analyzed the data pertinent to the roljs,
role function, and staff development needs of first-level academic
administrators in Massachusetts community colleges. Thus, analyzed
data provides supporting evidence for assuii5)tions and conclusions
suggested in Chapter IV of this study.
Research questions presented
. In the section that follows, each of
the research questions will be presented and the responses described.
The role; Who is the division chairperson? Papers written about the
chaiJTperson' s role have telling subtitles. In two papers subtitled,
"It's a Bird; It's a Plane; No, It's A . . ." (Metty, 1971), and
"Neither Fish Nor I\dw1" (Smith, 1972), the authors describe the state
of limbo between facvilty and administration in which division chair-
persons in community colleges may be fo\ind. However, Massachusetts
community colleges, by reason of collective bargaining, should no
longer envision their division chairpersons as ones who hovers between
faculty and administration.
The position description (see Appendix A) clearly identifies
the present role as an administrative one in which division chair-
persons are responsible for the overall academic leadership of division
programs and courses and supervision of all division personnel includ-
ing full and parttime professional and classified staff assigned to
the division. Nowhere on the position description for division chair-
persons does it state that the first level academic administrator
represents faculty. It does, however, clearly state that the division
chairperson supervises facility.
The lack of clarity of the role of the division chairpersons
in Massachusetts surfaced frequently during individual interviews.
It is true that originally (prior to collective bargaining) the role
of division chairpersons was one in which they were expected to con-
tinue teaching with the possibility of one course release and the
responsibility of managing their division. Yet, collective bargaining
has brought about clear and strong changes in the role and function
of the present division chairperson. The role is no longer a faculty
position with some slight administrative tasks. The role of the
division chairperson is now a mangement position with some occasional
teaching responsibilities. The problem is that many veteran division
chairpersons have not made the transition to administrator from
teacher. In addition, some academic deans have also not recognized
the new role of the division chairperson as mandated by the collective
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bargaining agreement. A consequence that seems to follow is that
lack of support and direction from some deans has lead to a lack of
appreciation on the part of faculty regarding the division chairperson.
Hence, the problem of role conflict is intensified. The conflict
that exists among division chairpersons regarding whether to be pro
faculty or pro administration could be laughable if the role were
not so important. Whenever a position description describes a person
as supervisor with the responsibility of overall leadership of divi-
sion programs and courses and the supervision of division personnel,
then clearly this role is \mder the umbrella of administration.
The academic division chairperson is frequently compared to a
blue collar foreman in a plant, because they are the persons who see
that the job is done. While both jobs are difficult, the foreman
usually has a well-defined job description, whereas the division
chairperson's job in Massachusetts community colleges has been ambi-
guous and ill defined. Although a job description does exist and,
in fact, has been revised, many division chairpersons interviewed had
not seen the official document.
The position of supervisor is a central one in any organization.
This is true for two principal reasons. First, workers (faculty)
experience management as a whole primarily through the supervisor,
who is their immediate boss. The supervisor is the ever-present
daily and even hourly reminder of management. Second, management
reaches its workers primarily through its supervisors. The office
of supervisor is a central and critical link in a chain of command
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that connects management and the work force. The supervisor needs
to be "Janus-faced"-
-to be able to look in two directions at the same
time. (Roethlisberger, 19^5 )
For those who do not fully appreciate the conflict position in
which the supervisor is placed, it may be desirable to show the nature
of the two contrasting worlds in the middle of which the supervisor
stands and spends his or her workday.
In any organized human activity, there are two sets of social
processes going on:
There are those social processes which are directly related to
the achievement of purpose and which result in "formal, organization.”
For example, formeO. organization leads to such things as practices
established by legal enactment or policy, specifications, standards,
procedures, quality, and so on. They are concerned with a means to
achieve certain ends. Manifestations of formal organization are
essentially logical in character. Then there are those spontaneous
social processes going on in any organized human activity which
have no specific, conscious common purpose and which result in
"informal organization." The manifestations of informal organiza-
tions are not logical in character. (Roethlisberger, 19^5)
The constant ambivalence of the first-level academic adminis-
trators in their role as division chairpersons may be evidenced by
some of the following quotations taken from division chairpersons
interviewed for this study:
At this institution, division chairpersons are considered
part of the faculty who decided to give administration a
whirl.
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I teach. I try very hard to teach. When I first started
this position, I taught two classes per term. Subsequently,
I found that the administrative end of it was getting away
from me, and I asked my dean to cut me to one class. This
will be the first full year that I will be teaching one
class per tern. I hope I will do better in terms of admin-
istration.
It is a frustrating Job. So much so, that I don't feel
that higher-ups really recognize the problems or are willing
to admit them. I think some deans shade words to faculty when,
in fact, there is nothing wrong with what you have said.
I don’t think division chairpersons are the buffer zone.
I think we are the "battered zone." I don't see myself as
being a division chairperson indefinitely. Maybe it is
kind of a buffer zone. If one is really interested in
administration, he will want to move on. If you are not
really interested, you should be able to move back to faculty.
The board (the reference is to the Massachusetts Board
of Regional Community Colleges) is going to have to make
up its mind about us. What are we? Are we the bottom of the
administrative ladder or are we an important part of the
management of the institution. If the latter is true, then
we shall need to be trained in collective bargaining.
I don't think a division chairperson needs teaching
experience; I think it is helpful but not a requirement.
Most teachers wind down at 2:00 or 3:00 p.m. Someone from
business is accustomed to starting their day at 7:30 a.m.
and ending at 6:00 p.m. or 7:00 p.m. or later.
I think a person should either be faculty or should be
an administrator. I don't think they can be both. People
who are trying to carry on a dxial role are going to try to
do their Job dually. This business of being faculty and
being administration, I Just don't care, you cannot tear
yourself either way.
I enjoy teaching, and I don't like to do anything
poorly. The reality is that you would have to be super
human not to have your teaching suffer when you are a
division chairperson.
. . .
What I am. coming around to say is that at this
institution we are even more ambivalent than the middle
manager in industry because we are not at all times a
supervisor to some and a peer to others. Sometimes we
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are peers and sometimes we are supervisors with the same
people which makes it even more difficult.
The following (quotation was taken fz'om one division chairperson
but similar statements were frequently heard from many others;
... I guess what I am really trying to say is that
the system is such that to me management means that I
have a responsibility for something and the authority for
it. Division chairpersons at this institution have respon-
sibility and no authority.
One division chairperson viewed the role as nearly impossible
when he gave the following emotional resx)onse:
One of the problems that many division chairpersons
have is that they are worried about what others think about
them. I am not looking for creditability with faculty.
Your credibility will come from doing a good job. You
cannot supervise friends. That is why the military separates
the officers from the enlisted men. Attempting to be both
faculty and administration makes the role of division chair-
person nearly impossible.
The division chairpersons have experienced a fair amount of
role conflict. The lack of clarity about their role prior to the
onset of collective bargaining wherein the role was one of pro-
faculty; and, subsequently, following the implementation of the
union contract wherein the role was one of pro-administration
seems to be the major problem. The conflict of teaching with peers
and then being responsible for supervision and evaluation of the
same persons is understandable.
Several persons viewed the role as one in which the division
chairperson served as a problem solver.
I recently faced a crisis which called for effective
problem solving. As a division chairperson, I was sensi-
tive to the anger and points of view of both faculty members
involved. Yet, a decision had to be made, and I felt very
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much alone in the situation. I learned by trial and error
and the backlash was painful. Some training in this area
could have aleviated some of the pain.
A position of leadership requires an objective analysis of
divisional affairs. An understanding of changes in educational and
administrative practices is needed if faculty and first-level aca-
demic administrators are going to make an inqpact on the direction
of divisional growth and creativity. Note the following reaction:
I accepted the division chairmanship because I thought
I could make an impact on the educational direction of my
division. ... I worked very hard at the Job for several
years. I gradually learned a few things, but when I looked
at the amount of energy and effort I put into the Job in
comparison to the inpact I had made, I am hard put to
stay in the position much longer.
These quotations provide us with the notion that a lack of
clarity of the role must be eliminated. The advent of collective
bargaining has brought about strong and clear changes in the role of
division chairpersons. It is a management position with the respon-
sibility for the overall acauiemic leadership of division courses
and programs, super'/ision, and evaluation. Yet, upon examining the
data, it became more and more difficult to separate the role from
the role function.
The role function . What is the division chairperson supposed to do?
This research question can probably best be answered by an analysis
of the Job description and the responses given by the division chair-
persons interviewed.
Prior to the advent of collective bargaining, the division
chairpersons were for the most part faculty persons who were released
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from one course assignment to manage the divisional tasks such as
determining who would teach specific courses and how many sections
should be offered of a partic\aar course. Then along came collective
bargaining, and the duties of the division chairpersons were spelled
out in contractual form. Yet, many division chaiipersons and their
supervisors in Massachusetts community colleges overlook the well-
defined position description. The position description transfers
the role function from quasi-administrative to a recognized first-
level academic administrator with responsibilities of supervision,
development, and evaluation.
Herein lies the very real and immediate problem of quickly
moving out of an area of professional competence and into an area
in which first-level academic administrators have had little or no
training, but in which they will be expected to demonstrate admin-
istrative competence and leadership.
The typical community college faculty member derives intrinsic
rewards from teaching and seems to move into a chairperson's position
with substantial misgivings. Primary among them is the feak* of be-
coming professionally obsolete, linked to the belief that unless
they remain current within their discipline through teaching, they
will become less mobile and more dependent on the political whims
of a new administration. There are faculty members who accept the
division chairmanship because it offers them a working environment
in which they can operate effectively as the prelude to an adminis-
trative career. Yet, they reject standard concepts of managerial
functions
.
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The writer believes that all leai*ning has affective as well
as cognitive elements. The emotions, prejudices, convictions, and
beliefs of individuals can motivate and enforce learning or they
can block learning. This is no less true when dealing with pro-
fessional academicians. Even though they are experts in their dis-
ciplines, when appointed to academic administrative positions, they
must enhance their skills in administrative processes and in inter-
personal relations. One division chairperson stated;
There was nothing in my experience as a fac\ilty member
that prei>ared me to be a department chairperson and nothing
in my experience as a department chairperson that prepared
me to be a division chairperson. I had to learn it »n as
I went.
The specific duties of Massachusetts community college division
chairpersons fall into general categories; budget, curricula,
faculty-personnel, governance, collective bargaining, grantsmanship,
instruction, learning resource center, center for alternative studies,
division goals, and president of the college.
Budget . In the area of budgetary information, most division
chairpersons expressed an awareness of budgetary limitations. Input
appears to be solicited frcxn the academic deans and the distribution
of funds seems to be acceptable.
There were some discrepancies voiced related to budget. For
example, one division chairperson said;
. . . Why should I continue to pursue the development
of new courses and curricula when I know that the bottom
line response from the dean will be that there is no
additional money for new faculty or the allocation of space.
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Currl cu Ia « In the area of curricula, extensive activities
are expected of the division chairperson. This researcher "believes
that because of the curric\ila demands upon division chairpersons
for the development of master course schedules, some previous class-
room teaching is a necessity. (Only one division chairperson inter-
viewed did not believe teaching experience was necessary for first-
level academic administrators.) All the division chairpersons inter-
viewed were comfortable and satisfied with their roles as they relate
to curricula.
This researcher did not pursue the question of long-range
planning with respect to divisional curriculum matters. However,
those institutions who are engaged in goal setting activities did
express their interest in developing both short and long term curri-
culum goals.
Faculty-personnel . The responsibility of interviewing and
screening applicants and submitting recommendations to the dean of
academic affairs is of concern to some division chairpersons. Al-
though there is not a great turnover of faculty, division chair-
persons in general expressed an inadequacy in this area. As one di-
vision chairperson stated:
I have been interviewed many times, but I have had no
experience in conducting interviews. I have muddled
through the selection of several faculty positions, and
they have been good choices, but I panic when it comes
to selecting a secretary.
The personnel issues which relate directly to the division
chairpersons and not to the faculty they supervise are the policies
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formulated to deal with; (l) length of work day, (2) calendar year,
(3) number of faculty to be supervised, (4) teaching responsibilities.
There are enormous discrepancies which presently exist in all four
areas
.
1. Length of work day - at several institutions, division
chairpersons are required to work from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. At other
community colleges, the division chairpersons are free to leave at
2 p.m. or 3
2. Calendar year - two community colleges in Massachusetts
require their division chairpersons to serve under a twelve month
contract while the remaining thirteen community colleges permit
their first-level academic administrators to work on a faculty
calendar which varies from nine to ten months. In other words, some
work from September 1 to May 30 while others work from September 1
to June 30.
3.
Number of facility to supervise - the unequal distribution
of assigned faculty to a particular division has caused anger and
frustration for some division chairpersons. As one division chair-
person stated;
We have one division with two faculty and one chair-
person while other divisions may have from sixteen to twenty
five faculty to supervise. I think a division of three
persons is a waste of manpower and some other administrative
device could have been developed that would serve these
administrative needs. This causes dissension, but I have
to accept it because it is not my decision.
4.
Teaching responsibilities - the variations on this issue
ranged from no teaching responsibilities to the teaching of
three
courses.
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The fifteen Massachusetts community colleges are allegedly
operating \inder the same collective bargaining agreement. Yet,
enormous discrepancies exist in its interpretation as it applies to
the division chairpersons. Consequently, an insidious unrest has
developed among the division chairpersons throiighout the state.
The supervision of parttime faculty and paraprofessional per-
sonnel is a growing demand upon the division chairperson's time.
For example, reading specialists suid laboratory supervisors need to
be nurtured and supported and need to be made to feel a part of a
division as well as of the institution. Finding the time to give
positive reinforcement to the paraprofessionals is a concern to
division chairpersons
.
Collective bargaining agreement
. The preparation of evaluations
of divisional personnel as specified in the collective bargaining
agreement was the responsibility which elicited the strongest emotions
from those interviewed. After careful analysis and synthesis of
complaints heard, this writer will attempt to present the issues and
problems that surround evaluation of faculty by division chairpersons.
The present contract requires that each division chairperson
will conduct one classroom observation of each faculty member within
their division. Prior to the actual visitation, a pre-classroom
observation conference will take place between the division chair-
person and the faculty member. The classroom observation takes
place, followed by a post classroom observation conference. For
each of these sessions, (preconference, observation, and post
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conference), there are forms to be completed. The forms contain
questions related to the content matter to be taught during the
class which will be observed. The issue of concern is not the
content matter to be presented. After all, the division chairpersons
are confident and knowledgeable in their disciplines. It is, however,
the process involved which is threatening to division chairpersons.
One group of division chairpersons at one institution out of
fifteen community colleges had the foresight to request consultant
support in the preparation of supervision and evaluation of faculty.
This group reported that a two-day workshop on Goldhammer's Model
of Clinical Supervision (see Appendix D) was beneficial in the com-
pletion of the evaluation process for each individual faculty member.
Several other institutions stated that as a group, the division
chairpersons met and interpreted evaluation procedures of the col-
lective bargaining agreement. One division chairperson in the group
said, *Ve were like the blind leading the blind, but at least we
knew we would be consistent and not arbitrary and capricious."
Although several institutions co\ild applaud their division
chairpersons for attempting to seek some direction in the implemen-
tation of the collective bargaining agreement, ten institutions
awaited the Massachusetts Board of Regional Ccmimunity Colleges to
send legal counsel to instruct the division chairpersons in the
proper procedures of faculty evaluation as mandated by the collective
bargaining agreement. The legal counsel never appeared, and once
again the division chairpersons were left to "sink or swim. The
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expx*ession of bslng left to sink or swim was actually used by seven
of the thirty persons Interviewed.
The lack of experience with contracts, the threatening nature
of evaluation upon faculty (Massachusetts comraunlty college faculty
had not been required to be evaluated In the past.) created confusion.
Insecurity, frustration for all concerned, but especially for the
division chairpersons who had Inherited the mountains of paperwork.
It was at this time that many division chairpersons in the system
announced their intentions to resign as division chairpersons euid
return as fulltime faculty. Vfliile changing ones position from fa-
culty to administration may be interesting, exciting, and chaULenging
,
it is also often uncomfortable and frequently threatening. The
request for inservice education regarding union contracts seems to
have fallen on deaf ears. Ihe potential and actual resignations of
division chairpersons was also due in part to sui abstract, intangible
condition which sxirfaced between administrators and faculty. Because
of different interests and goals, a "wall" arose between the two
groups. Altho\igh neither faculty nor administrators will it to be
this way, the "we" and "they" syndrome cannot be easily erased.
During many inteirviews conducted for this study, the division
chairpersons were vitreolic in their condemnation of the ^fe,ssachusetts
Board of Regional Conmiinity Colleges. The expectation that the Board
would send legal counsel to each of the community colleges in Mass-
achusetts to assist with the implementation of the collective bargain-
ing agreement may have been unrealistic. Yet, representatives from
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each community college could have attended seminars at the Board
o^'^ce or regional area meetings could have been arranged. Biis
writer has chosen to minimize the references to the Board because,
in fact, the Board will no longer exist as of March, I98I. The
governor of Massachusetts has reorganized the governance of public
higher education in Massachusetts and has appointed an entirely new
Massachusetts Board of Regents. Tiie ccmraunity colleges and other
pub3j.c institutions of higher education in Massachusetts will have
to wait and see what the new governance structure will provide. There
will undoubtedly be a treinsition period which will be confusing, but
the anticipation of the new leadership has been positive.
Grantsmanship . Half the division chairpersons looked upon the
writing and development of grant proposals as an absolute necessity,
while one half viewed grants writing as definitely not part of their
job. Upon further examination, this researcher determined that very
often the division chairperson's attitude toward grants was based on
the overall attitude of the deans or college presidents of each indi-
vidual institution. If a president encouraged and supported the
notion of grants, then the division chairperson was willing to pursue
them. Conversely, if little or no support from senior administrators
was forthcoming, then very little effort was put forth. One division
chairperson stated; "Our president is against grants; he is completely
turned off by all of them, even vocational education grants." Yet
another division chairperson stated; "I have written a number of
grants. I have probably written and received one mill-ion dollars
over the last five years in grants. Some of them are vocational
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education grants and some are CETA grants
. . . We have used them to
either supplement existing programs or to initiate nev programs.”
Instruction. This portion of the position description overlaps
other areas which have already been discussed with the exception of
two parts: (l) course syllabi, and (2) the hiring and orientation of
evening and summer division faculty. The maintenance of course
syllabi appears to be simply a records keeping task for division
chairpersons at most community colleges. However, providing input
for the hiring of evening and summer session facility varies consider-
Participation in the Division of Continuing Education, also
called the Center for Life Long Learning, by necessity requires a
certain percentage of a division chairperson’s time. The commitment
extended fran simply circulating the sign-up sheet to day division
faculty to actually calling and recruiting adjunct faculty. Occasion-
ally, division chairpersons received additional compensation for their
participation. No one interviewed was unhappy with the requirements
as related to evening and summer division at their individual insti-
tutions .
The Learning Resource Center and Center for Alternative Studies.
These two components receive input from division chairpersons, liiis
input does not appear to be extensive. It appears to be more of an
advisory type relationship.
Students . Division chairpersons are responsible for ensuring
effective course selection and advisement processes during scheduled
registrations. They continually strive to provide the best divisional
course offerings for the community college student.
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Division goals
. The position description requires that division
chairpersons establish division goals in conjunction with department
chairpersons and program directors which are consistent with insti-
tutional and department program goals. This researcher found that
very little goal setting activity is being done by the division chair-
persons. Each person interviewed expressed a strong desire to
participate in goal setting activities, but most felt that unless
there was an overall institutional plan to follow through with the
setting of short and long term goals, then their efforts would be in
vain.
Three community colleges are involved in a well organized pro-
gram of setting long and short term goals. Additionally, six persons
interviewed conduct their own informal goal setting activities. The
reaction to the establishment of goal- setting activities was positive.
President of the college . The final specific duty described
in the position description is a statement indicating that division
chairpersons work through the dean of academic affairs on all matters
related to the office of the president. The last caveat states that
division chairpersons are expected to perform related duties assigned
by the dean of academic affairs which will facilitate the items in
the position description as well as division goals.
Summary on the role function of division chairpersons . In this
section we have analyzed the position description for division chair-
persons. The synthesis of this information should contribute to a
better understanding of the role and the role functions and assist
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in the preparation of recommendations for inservice staff develop-
ment activities for first-level academic administrators. The general
categories include; budget information, curriculum development,
faculty-personnel issues, implementation of collective bargaining
agreement, grant writing, improved instruction, student advisement,
and division goals. In the next section, we shall describe some of
the perceived needs of first-level academic administration.
Staff development needs
. What skills do the division chairperson
need to be effective in the fulfillment of his or her duties? There
are many factors such as discipline, number of faculty in a division,
faculty maturity and department chairperson's cooperation which will
require the division chairperson to spend different amounts of time
on various administrative tasks. Yet, the interviews reveal common
concerns which go beyond disciplinary and demographic boundaries.
In the previous sections we looked at the role and functions
of a division chairperson as defined in the official position de-
scription. We analyzed the responses to specific duties as required
of the first -level academic administrator. In this section, we
wiiJ. discuss the skills which are perceived by those participating
in the study as those which will permit the division chairperson
to be more effective in his or her role. This writer believes that
a professional development program for division chairpersons should
be individualized in order to be responsive to specific needs such
as grant writing or budgetary input. However, after interviewing
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first-level administrators from all disciplines in the Massachusetts
community colleges, there are common concerns upon which we r«n
focus
.
Perceived needs of division chairpersons in Massachusetts community
colleges
. There are five skill areas in which first-level academic
administrators strongly stated their desire for developmental activ-
ities. The five skill areas include:
Categorized Skills
- human relations
- collective bargaining implementation
- goal setting and planning skills
- creative problem solving
- communications
Human relations skills . This study identified a whole host of
needs as perceived by the first-level academic administrator. The
term human relations, or interpersonal relationships, surfaced more
than any other necessary skill for the division chairperson. This
perceived need was described in different words by different persons,
but careful examination reveals that the "people" part of the job
is one in which division chairpersons need to be more comfortable.
Typical words used included 'Viximan relations*”,' interpersonal relation-
ships* '^rsonal nurturing^ 'show faculty you care, 'develop trust with
subordinates ''mediation and intervention during faculty disagree-
ments.*' As one division chairperson stated, "I needed to realize
No. of
Respondents (n=30)
29
28
27
27
27
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that when a fac\aty member came to my office in anger and said nasty
things, he wasn't angry at me personally; but he was angry at the
the position." Another division chairperson said: "I think it is
necessary for division chairpersons to recognize that they cannot be
loved by everyone and that they have a responsibility to their
immediate supervisor." Other comments included; "When I chair
meetings for my division, most of the time I have to be a referee
and mediator." "l have to administer a lot of policies which are not
too popular, and it requires that I have to manipulate people. . , .
to manipulate wisely and in the best interests of the institution."
"As I see it, the division chairperson is the person in the middle
who at the very least gets people from both sides (senior adminis-
tration and faculty) off each other's necks." The division chair-
persons recognize the need to possess certain human relations skills.
Collective bargaining . The division chairpersons recognize
the necessity for a clear understanding of the process for implement-
ing the collective bargaining agreement. Legal counsel is requested
to assist in the interpretation of the instrument. Since reorgan-
ization is to take place in the leadership of higher education in
Massachusetts and a new contract is to be renegotiated, the division
chairpersons expressed more optimism than pessimism for skills de-
velopment in this area.
Goal setting and planning skills . Here again the division
chairpersons recognize the need to plan and set long and short term
goaJLs. This activity is one which should be college-wide to be
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successfXil. However, with or without college-wide acceptajice, the
division chairpersons expressed the need for developing this skin.
This researcher learned that three of the community coneges have
developed extensive goea-setting activities and an of the other
division chairpersons from the remaining institutions expressed the
concern that they should be planning with subordinates and superiors.
Many potential problems win be eliminated by good planning.
Problem solving skins
. The division chairperson plays many
roles in the area of problem solving. To be able to reduce both
the number and magnitude of potential problems and to prevent pro-
blems requires an understanding of the people with whom they are
dealing and the mechanisms which can be useful for problem solving.
A clear focus on institutional goals is required, and committee
decisions may be an option. James Roach (1976) states that one
measure of the effectiveness of the division chairperson is the
number and size of unresolved problems their division presents to
the dean. The division chairpersons in Massachusetts community
colleges perceive the need to develop problem solving skills.
Communications skills . In the area of comm\inications, division
chairpersons interviewed want to give and receive input. They have
accepted the role of division chairpersons so that they may influence
decisions within their own divisions and throughout the college.
Listening skills might be placed here.
One division chairperson states, "It took me a long time to
learn to really listen to people and to recognize that when faculty
7^
drop into the office, they usually have some hidden agenda item they
wish to talk about.”
Management skills
. The following skills were perceived by the
division chairpersons interviewed as areas which need to be enhanced
by developmental activities for new and returning first-level academic
administrators. This researcher has arranged the listing under the
heading of management skills and has presented them in the order of
their frequency.
No. of
Skills Needed Respondents (N=30J
supervision of faculty 23
evaluation of faculty 23
role clarification 22
role negotiation 20
curriculum development 20
improvement of instruction 20
decision making process 18
delegating 18
orientation for new and returning
division chairpersons 18
time management 15
consiiltation skills 12
collaborative skills 12
team building 10
leadership skills 10
strategies for change 9
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process observations g
providing feedback and follow-up 5
planning and conducting meetings 2
Administrative skills. The following skills were also perceived
by the division chairpersons interviewed as areas which need to be
enhanced by developmental activities. This researcher has arranged
the listing under the heading of administrative skills and has
presented them in the order of their frequency.
No. of
Skills Needed Respondents (N=30)
budget development I8
sched\iling procedures (facilities,
staff, classes) I5
requisition and pxirchasing 10
space utilization 3
Knowledge of community college
. The notion of knowledge of the
community college surfaced relatively little. This researcher has
grouped the responses under one heading.
Skills
No. of
Respondents (N=30)
characteristics of community college
student 9
rationale and implications of community
college open-door policy 7
academic advisement 5
recruitment and retention 4
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Self Irnprovement readings
. One division chairperson voiced
the regret that his coraraunity college library did not contain an
adequate supply of reading materials which pertained to community
colleges.
Support systems . Several division chairpersons expressed the
need for building a support system within their own institutions and
thro\:igh professional associations.
Miscellaneous needs
. Many division chairpersons were angry
at issues which seemed beyond their control. Guidance is needed in
how to cope with miscellaneous problems, such as: the existence of
two telephones for twenty faculty; that one has to fight to obtain
a master key when one is responsible for supervision of a building;
irritation at not being allowed to make long-distance phone calls
without getting clearance.
This section presented the skills which division chairpersons
perceive as necessary for the efficient and effective fulfillment
of their duties. The division chairpersons in Massachusetts community
colleges want to develop skills in the following primary areas:
human relations, implementation of collective bargaining contracts,
setting goals and objectives, problem solving techniques, and com-
munications. In edition, they desire improved management skills
related to the supervision and evailuation of faculty, clarification
of their roles through negotiation, issues related to curriculum de-
velopment, and leadership skills. Administratively, some division
chairpersons wish to learn more about the budget processes at their
own institutions.
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Sximmary of Chapter III . In Chapter III, ve have reviewed the char-
acteristics of inservice education and focused on the problems facing
division chairpersons in Massachusetts community colleges. The re-
search questions have been presented and responses to them have been
described. From these responses we have determined the perceived
administrator development needs for division chairpersons in Mass-
achusetts community colleges.
In Chapter IV the author will look at the data collected as a
result of the study and present a framework for staff development
activities for first-level academic administrators in Massachusetts
community colleges.
CHAPTER IV
ADMINISTRATOR DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
FOR DIVISION CHAIRPERSONS
IN MASSACHUSETTS COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Introduction. In Chapter IV, we will look to the future and attempt
to answer the question; What activities will promote administrator
development for division chairpersons in Massachusetts community
colleges? We will also look at the essential elements of staff de-
velopment programs which should exist before future professional
growth activities begin. These elements should serve as the basis
for a framework for future staff development activities for first-
level academic administrators.
Chapter IV concludes with recommendations for inservice staff
development activities for first-level academic administrators in
Massachusetts community colleges.
Essential elements of staff development programs
. The essential
elements of staff development programs include; acceptance, program
based on needs, climate of an institution, commitment, assigned re-
sponsibility, involvement of participants, voluntary participation,
financial support, recognition of individual and group differences,
a reward system, and on-going activities.
Acceptance. The division chairpersons at each institution
perceive a need for staff development. Each individual institution
must have an attitude of acceptance of the need for staff develop-
ment for division chairpersons.
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Program based on needs. A program based on the needs of division
chairpersons at each institution will succeed if the division chair-
persons are consulted and are active participants in the design and
content of the program.
Climate
. The climate at each institution must be conducive to
staff development activities. If a college is in the process of
preparing for accreditation or if the community college is in the
throes of negotiating a new collective bargaining agreement, insti-
tutions might be well advised to assess the wisdom of starting certain
kinds of development activities
.
Copnltment
. A commitment by the board, the president, and the
dean of academic affairs regarding the importance of developing and
maintaining staff development activities for division chairpersons is
needed for a staff development program to succeed. The support of
college administration is essential. Through the academic deans and
presidents, the board should be informed of program activities.
Board support is also necessary for success.
Assign responsibility . * Who is responsible for staff develop-
ment activities for first-level academic administrators does not
appear to be as important as the assurance that someone or some
group be identified. A review of the literature revealed that with-
out a clear assignment of responsibility, a program may flounder
and fail.
Involve participants . The division chairpersons at each insti-
tution want to be involved in all aspects of any program that affects
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them including the planning, implementing and evaluating of any
program related to their professional and personal lives.
Voluntary participation
. The expectation that all division
chairpersons will be interested in every administrator development
activity is unrealistic. Voluntary participation is the recommen-
dation of this writer. However, certain activities would require
that there must be enough persons participating to give an activity
a certain amount of credibility.
Financial support . Adequate financial support to meet the
expressed identified needs of first-level academic administrators at
each institution is advised. Ideally, administrator development
should be a part of a normal budget of a college, not something added
when funds are available or when there is extra money. If adminis-
trator development is to have an impact on the institution and its
division chairpersons, there must be enough resources to warrant the
time and effort it will take to involve those who wish to participate.
This writer believes that very often there are resource persons on
each campus to provide the staff development activities desired by
the first-level academic administrator. Other commxmity colleges
within the system might also be tapped for possible resource persons.
Such items as coffee money or transportation expenses sho\ild not
deter or affect an activity.
Individual and group differences . It will be necessary to
provide sufficient flexibility to meet differing staff development
needs between individuals and group needs . Administrator development
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activities must be sufficiently eclectic to allow for group as well
as individual differences.
Reward system
. This writer has determined that division chair-
persons in Massachusetts community colleges are extremely busy people
who are tom between competing and conflicting demands upon their
time. Like anyone else, the division chairpersons have needs and
goals that must be met. Participation in administrator development
activities must offer a reward system which is acceptable to the
participants. Thus, the reward system for participation in admin-
istrator activities must be considered.
On-going activities
. Finally, this writer believes that admin-
istrator development for division chairpersons must be a year round
activity. Staff development must be a continuing, on-going process,
not an event. The future of community colleges in Massachusetts is
dependent on the professional growth of all its administrators. If
the community colleges are to continue to adapt to changes in their
environment and provide academic and career leadership for citizens
for the future, it is imperative that all administrators, and espe-
cially first-level academic administrators receive inservice pro-
fessional development activities which will help them to be skilled
in planning, implementing, and evaluating change.
Institutional renewal . The declining mobility of administrators
due to higher education's economic depression should compel division
chairpersons to consider new approaches to inservice administrative
development. Professional development for first-level administrators
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should relieve administrative pressures and contribute to continuing
institutional renewal.
Shtogren (I978) indicates that administrative development can-
not be isolated from the administrator's institutional context. The
academic administrator's general function is to make his or her part
of the organization work effectively with efficiency and humaness.
Holistic approach . This writer suggests that a holistic focus
is needed when considering inservice administrative development for
division chairpersons in Massachusetts community colleges. This
writer further recognizes that this is easier to suggest than to
implement. Yet, as an underlying goal, even as an ideal to strive
for, it has much to offer.
Ryan (1976) suggests that one of the problems that becomes
evident to the administrator seeking professional growth and the
college or university that appreciates the need for staff develop-
ment is that of intelligently identifying the most appropriate and
desirable alternatives. Development may be borrowed from business
and industry organizational contexts quite unlike colleges and \ini-
versities
.
Individual institutions . The division chairpersons must assess
their own needs at their own institutions. Each institution is at a
different level of maturation based on various degrees of experience.
A sample of a needs assessment is provided (Appendix E) which may be
adapted to fit the individual institutions.
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Link between facility and administration
. Rensis Likert (I961) indi-
cates that the chairpersors perform a crucial "linking pin" function
in the college or university hierachy. They are charged with uniting
disparate levels which are often at odds. Therefore, it is essential
to assist the division chairpersons as much as possible in the form
of inservice education to develop the skills necessary to allow them
to perform their leadership tasks effectively. In addition, there
is clearly a need to prepare a person to shift from a faculty position
to a first-level academic administrator. Despite the identity crisis
that currently exists among some division chairpersons, they continue
to remain the significant and essential link between the faculty and
senior administration in Massachusetts community colleges.
Activities for the future . The analysis of perceived role, preparation,
needs and their implication for inservice staff development of divi-
sion chairpersons in Massachusetts community colleges acquires prac-
tical importance as higher education in the state is threatened from
without and within by change in financial support, societal demands,
and changing student poptilations
.
Resolve role conflict . Shtogren (1978 ) indicates that only when
the chairpersons know the expectancies of their two main constituencies,
faculty and administration, can they rationally assess their develop-
ment needs. This researcher has concluded that first-level academic
administrators in Massachusetts community colleges experience a fair
amount of role conflict. Recent research (Carroll, 197^; Smith, 1972 )
suggests there are several causes for this conflict. Most
8U
administrators have more than one role relationship with other people
and groups within their systems. For example, they may hold academic
rank in a department, teach a course, and also find themselves in an
administrative role of a dean or division head wherein they supervise
and evaluate peers. A conflict occurs because it is impossible to
meet everyone's expectations. Such conflicts limit administrative
effectiveness. Important decisions are not made in a timely fashion,
routine administrative actions may take too long, or an administrator
may feel caught 'between the devil and the deep blue sea"more often
than is desirable.
Carrol (1974) and Smith (1972) further suggest that there is
personal distress associated with role conflict and that advocates
of administrative development must consider role conflicts as a
source of stress in an administrator' s life and orient some of their
activities to help them cope with it. Administrators must have a
clear sense of their responsibilities and functions. Since role
conflicts may bring constraints on administrative functioning, options
must be provided for resolving or reducing them.
Personalized task list . The division chairpersons at all
Massachusetts community colleges are supervised by the dean of
academic affairs. Zion (1978) indicates that the dean and the
division chairperson must determine a prioritized list of tasks
personalized for each division chairperson and his or her particular
division. The division chairpersons at each institution, in
co-
operation with the academic dean, must prepare a personalized
and
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prioritized task list and plan inservice activities which will con-
tribute growth and development for the division chairperson to satis-
factorily meet the challenges. First-hand experience may be the best
way to learn administration in the long run; however, trial and error
learning alone can be expensive and inefficient both for the first-
level academic administrator and for the institution.
Harold Hodgkinson (197^) implies that the administration of
institutions of higher education has become infinitely complex, diffi-
cult, and perhaps unmanageable. The response of institutions of
higher education to this problem has been slower than their response
to almost any other area of challenge. Hodgkinson states, "Indeed,
it is considered almost gauche in certain circles deliberately to
prepare for a career in college administration. One is still sup-
posed to back into it .
"
Learning the science and art of educational administration is
itself a continuous process that can most effectively be accomplished
by complementing on-the-job experience with inservice professional
development activities creatively fashioned or selected to meet the
needs of the individual (Fisher 1973)
•
Leadership skills . Although skills are needed at all levels
of academic administration, there is no place where the pursuasive
skills of leadership are more necessary than for division chair-
persons who must lead rather than direct, pursuade rather than order,
aind operate among peers rather than as a boss over employees.
Shtogren (1978) implies that these skills are among the most difficult
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of leadership skills; and, in general, institutions of higher learning
have done little to assist the faculty member newly converted to
division chairperson to perform them. Community college facility are
educated in their disciplines and very often have been exposed to
teaching methodologies, but they are seldom trained in leadership or
administrative skills.
The academic divisions are of great importance in the function-
ing of any community college, and the division chairperson is the
keystone of academic leadership. He or she is responsible for seeing
that the primary function of the community college is performed^
namely, that teaching by the faculty is transformed into learning by
the student. In order for this service to take place, the curri-
culum is planned, classes are scheduled, faculty are hired and as-
signed their courses. In addition to facilitating the accomplishment
of this service, the division chairperson must deal with crucial
matters in the professional lives of the faculty of the division as
evaluation and recommendations for reappointment, tenure, and pro-
motion. Each of these tasks requires harmonious work with subor-
dinates in the division and superiors at the administrative level.
It would then seem logical that a substantial orientation and train-
ing program sho\ild be mandatory.
Long-term perspective . Argyris (197^) implies that successful
administrative development activities need a long term perspective
to allow individuals to overcome the effects of their previous roles
and could be accoii5)lished by developmental activities which help
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administrators to share information about their present role, mission,
and problems. The results could then initiate ideas for their profes-
sional needs and suggestions on how to influence and implement their
developmental activities.
Individ\ial chairpersons can learn new knowledge and procedures
and can implement them successfully provided they have substantial
control over those activities. Argyris (1974) suggests that behav-
ioral changes that impact or require new behaviors tend to get extin-
guished without some follow-up assistance to the administrator. Thus,
over a long term, activities which begin as individual administrator
development should convert into developmental activities for the
entire group of division chairpersons within each institution.
Multiplicity of roles . To focus professional growth programs
on job-related skills alone ignores the multiple roles that most
first-level academic administrators play. Many division chairpersons
hold concurrent administrative and academic titles and responsi-
bilities. Most are concerned with career advancement, family needs,
community interests, a search for personal identity and a periodic
assessment of their general life goals. An inability to deal with
stress in one role often has implications for performance in another.
This writer believes that the roles are interdependent and any ad-
ministrator development program miist recognize this.
Bunker’s beliefs . This writer concurs with the philosophy of
Bunker's Belief Systems (Appendix C) which espouses the theory that
it is helpful to use an approach for inservice staff development
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based on a set of beliefs or conditions which encourage individual
and group professional growth. The first-level academic adminis-
trators have a responsibility to develop themselves in appropriate
directions and that these directions will be different for different
people
.
Summary on future activities for promotion of administrator develop-
ment for division chairpersons in Massachusetts community colleges.
As we look toward the future of staff development for first-level
academic administrators, we should consider the skill areas which
were identified by division chairpersons throughout the state of
Massachusetts. The skill areas include: h\aman relations skills,
collective bargaining implementation, goal setting and planning-
skills, problem solving, communications, management skills, admin-
istrative skills, knowledge of community college students, self im-
provement reading, and building a support network both within their
o^'Ti institutions and among professional organizations and other com-
munity colleges. Yet, this writer has arrived at the conclusion that
each ccmmnmity college must conduct its own assessment program and
design an inseirvice professional development program for division
chaiiTpersons at that institution. Further, this writer recognizes
that each division chairperson at each institution has a different
set of experiences frcxn which to draw 15^11 and that participation in
any professional development program must provide optional and varied
activities. Further, this writer suggests administrator development
processes must meet organizational concerns of people and shoxild be
concerned with their personal and professional growth.
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Recommendation for inservlce staff development activities for first-
level academic administrators in Massachusetts commimlty colleges.
A successful professional development program for first-level academic
administrators in Massachusetts ccxnraunity colleges is one which is
tailored to the particular needs of individual division chairpersons,
and it must be based on the individual's perceived needs. In this
framework, first-level academic administrators can assess their own
strengths and weaknesses, and in consultation with their own immed-
iate supervisor devise an inservice professional development program
which is consistent with the division chairpersons' interests and
aspirations.
If an insei’vice professional development program is to succeed,
it must respond to the needs of the individual division chairperson.
This strategy must be followed in planning or implementing professional
development programs for division chairpersons. ,
The division chairpersons at each institution must ask the ques-
tion, "Of all the tasks I might do, which are the most important in
my own division?" The academic dean must also give an answer to the
same question. The division chairpersons can then go on to solicit
the faculty's answer to the same question. Only when division chair-
persons know the exi)ectations of their two main constituencies, fac-
ulty and administration, can they rationally assess their performance
and their individual developmental needs.
The recognition of a need for inservice administrator develop-
ment for division chairpersons in Massachusetts community colleges
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is long overdue. Substantial numbers of academic administrators
possess limited administrative training and managerial skills (Henderson,
I97O; Mauer, 1976). This is particularly true of new administrators
selected on the basis of scholarly qualifications. Developmental
activities should not be directed exclusively toward newcomers.
Seasoned veterans and newcomers need professional renewal and growth
opportunities. Trial and error learning is difficult and not neces-
sarily effective. Systematic training and development for first-level
academic administrators in community colleges should assist this seg-
ment of higher education to survive.
A devil's advocate might suggest that higher educational insti-
tutions have survived many years without pervasive concern for en-
hancing administrative effectiveness. The response to this rhetoric
is siiggested by Fisher (1977). He indicates that higher education
is being impinged upon by an array of forces including legislative
pressure for strict resource and personal accountability, declining
student enrollments, increases in non-traditional students, affirm-
ative action policies, a tighter financial picture, and an awareness
that they must operate more efficiently in order to survive.
This researcher concludes that division chairpersons continue
to remain the most significant and essential link between the faculty
and senior administration in Massachusetts community colleges.
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Recommendations for further research
.
It is clear that the position
of division chairperson in Massachusetts community colleges should
receive appropriate attention. Attempts must be made to develop
inservice development programs which will enhance the professional
growth of the first-level academic administrator. Inservice training
is important, because it concerns not only the individusl’s profes-
sional growth but also the status and nature of the educational insti-
tution.
Through this study, certain topics for further research emerge:
1. It wovild be informative to pursue farther research of first-level
academic administrators using a control group with a pre-test-posttest
design and a comparison of group "A** and "B" to determine attitudinal
changes which might take place as a res\ilt of inservice administrator
development
.
2. An attempt should be made to analyze the interaction between
first-level academic administrators and their immediate supervisors.
For example, the individual division chairperson whose discipline
is in a specialized area must interact with and receive support from
the dean of facxilty who may be unfamiliar with a particular area of
concentration. The success of some new programs could depend on the
interaction between the division chairpersons and their supervisors.
3
.
It would be useful to study a selected group of division chair-
persons in a specific discipline area (such as division chairpersons
of human services or division chairpersons of business
sciences) to
determine their specific needs for inservice administrator
development.
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The uniqueness of their disciplines may require skills which tran-
scend those of other concentrations.
4. It would be informative to do a study beyong the Massachusetts
community college system to determine whether there is support for
more participative management among first-level academic adminis-
trators in community colleges.
5 . Documentation of inservice development activities for division
chairpersons and participant responses would contribute to the en-
richment of further staff development activities in the future.
6. The description of an inservice development program for com-
munity colleges and the congruency between that and the literature
woxild assist future staff developers in designing effective programs
for administrators.
7 . It would be useful to form a network among division chairpersons
in community colleges from other states to study and discuss common
areas of concern and to look at their perceived needs for staff de-
velopment activities for first-level academic administrators.
The division chairpersons in Massachusetts community colleges
vary dramatically in backgrounds, skills, and needs. The single
most important step for any of the fifteen community colleges is to
determine the individual and collective professional development
needs of the first-level academic administrators at each institution.
The division chairpersons must have help in analyzing, preparing and
stimulating their own professional growth. This researcher concludes
that division chairpersons continue to remain the most significant
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and essential link between the faculty and senior administration in
Massachusetts community colleges.
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POSITION DESCRIPTION
DIVISION CHAIRPERSON
General Statement of Duties
:
The Division Chairperson is responsible for the overall academic leader-
ship of division programs and coiirses and supervision of all division
personnelj for maintaining the academic integrity of all division
programs/courses
; for Implementing majiageraent practices/processes which
maximize personnel and supportive resources in the achievement of div-
isional and college goals; for developing and providing staff develop-
ment opportunities for divisional personnel; for evaluation of divi-
sional personnel.
Supervision Received ; Reports to the Dean of Academic Affairs
Supervision Exercised : Exercises supervision of all full and part-time
professional and classified staff assigned to
the division.
Duties ;
1. Budget ;
a, prepares annual budget input for the division for the following
state accounts; 01, 02, 03, 10, 13, l4, 15, l6
b. recommends to the Dean of Academic Affairs on expenditures from
each of the following state accounts; 01, 02, 03, 10, 13 , 1^,
15, l6 and Laboratory Institutional Materials Funds (LIMF);
also recommends spending of funds allocated to the Division
through other public or private sources; infonns respective
Department Chairmen or Program Directors on budget developments.
2. Curricula ;
a. responsible for the development of the master course schedule;
b. articulates with other divisions and outside agencies and/or
institutions, as appropriate, on course and program matters
related to the division;
c. ensures effective functioning of Career Program Advisory Com-
mittees in accordance with guidelines in the College Policies
and Procedures Handbook;
d. makes recommendations on curriculum matters related to all
credit course development to the Curriculum Committee through
the Dean of Academic Affairs;
e. maintains accurate records on all ci^dit courses offered each
semester through the Division of Continuing Education, particular-
ly as they relate to program course sequences;
f. serves as a member of the College Curriculum Committee;
g. assumes the administrative responsibility for long-range plan-
ning with respect to divisional curriculum matters and 2-5 year
curriculum goals and articulation of same with Division faculty
and the Dean of Academic Affairs;
h. coordinates with departments/programs with respect to program
quotas, unusual recruitment strategies, advisor-advisee process
and public information.
3. Faculty/Personnel ;
a. responsible for the assignment of faculty workloads within
contract parameters;
b. justifies the need for all new positions (full-time, part-time)
and work-study in the division and submits recommendations to
the Dean of Academic Affairs;
c. interviews and screens applicants and submits recommendation
to the Dean of Academic Affairs;
d. orients new personnel to college philosophy, goals, policies
and college responsibilities;
e. prepares evaluations of divisional personnel as specified in
the Contract and recommends retentions, non- retention, pro-
fessional service advancement, promotion, and tenure-multiple-
year appointments to the Dean of Academic Affairs, annually or
as required;
f . responsible for making recommendations to Dean of Academic
Affairs on all categories of leaves;
g. informs division personnel as to the status of all personnel
recommendations
;
h. mediates faculty/student grievances within the division when
necessary consistent with established procedures;
i. calls, provides, agenda for, and conducts division meetings as
required;
j. articulates with other division chairpersons on personnel
matters of mutual concern;
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k. supervises appropriate paraprofessional personnel when appli-
cable
;
l, prepares, each semester, a divisional faculty activity analysis.
4. Governance ;
a. submits reports and requests as set forth in the annual College
Governance Calendar; subnits other reports as required by the
Dean of Academic Affairs;
b. attends meetings as required by the Dean of Academic Affairs;
c. submits annual end-of-year division report to the Dean of
Academic Affairs;
d. ensures that dei)artments provide input on the appointment of a
department chairperson in accordance with procedures specified
by the Contract.
5. Collective Bargaining
a. directly implements collective bargaining agreement as it re-
lates to professional and classified staff,
6. Grantsnanship :
a. encourages the development of grant proposals;
b. supervises and evaluates Project Directors responsible for
division grant allocations/projects.
7. Instruction-^^:
a. teach up to 2 courses per semester as assigned by the Dean of
Academic Affairs;
b. recommends on department instructional and office/program
space needs to the Dean of Academic Affairs;
c. responsible for input for the hiring of evening and summer
session faculty; assists in the orientation of evening and
summer faculty;
d. maintains updated co\irse outlines (syllabi) and/or course com-
petencies on all course offerings in the division.
* See separate procedural process for inqplementing Division
Chairmen
reponsibilities for Continuing Education credit course offerings.
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8. Learning Resource Center ;
a. responsible for ensuring a quality print and non-print LBC col-
lection for all division course/curricula offerings;
b. ensures utilization and proper maintenance of specialized
learning equipment and materials.
9* Center for Alternative Studies :
a. reviews all requests for directed study;
b. reviews experience credit and contract learning proposals when
requested;
c. informs CAS of banking units used by divisional faciolty on a
semester basis.
10. Students :
a. encourages and supports recruitment efforts of divisional
programs through articulation with the Dean of Academic Affairs
and other college personnel;
b. responsible for ensuring an effective course selection' and
advisement process during schediiled registration periods related
to division courses/programs;
c. responds to a1
1
division requests for field trips; recommends
on same to the Dean of Academic Affairs.
11. Division Goals :
a. establishes division goals, in conjunction with Department
Chairpersons/program Directors which are consistent with
institutional and department/program goals.
12. President of the College ;
Works through the Dean of Academic Affairs on all matters related
to the Office of the President. Division Chairpersons are expected
to perform related duties assigned by the Dean of Academic Affairs
which will facilitate the items in this position description as
V7ell as division goals.
Revised 7/31/79
jnip
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QJJESTIONMIRE FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
WITH DIVISION CHAIRPERSONS IN MASSACHUSETTS COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Introductions
Questions;
How long have you been a division chairperson?
What does the role of division chairperson look like at your
institution?
Do you teach? How many courses? Sections?
If you could create a division chairperson, what would this person
look like in terms of skills and abilities?
Are there administrative development opportunities at your
institution?
What do you like best about your work?
What do you like least about your work?
Do you have a division chairperson’s council at your institution?
If yes, who chairs this group? Is there team spirit? If not,
do you wish for a council?
Have you done goal setting activities with your division chair-
persons council? With your subordinates? With your superiors?
The position of division chairpersons has been described as a
’•buffer’' zone. In your opinion, is that an accurate description?
What problems may exist which might prevent you from being more
effective as a division chairperson?
What impact do (should) division chairpersons make at your
institution?
What skills did you bring to your position? What skills do you
wish you had?
Comment on the following: (ask only if appropriate)
orientation for managers
setting goals and objectives
plans for implementation of goals and objectives
supervision offaculty
position description
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skills;
management
supervision
leadership
motivation
communication
fiscal management
team building
decision making
problem solving
curriculum development
support systems
professional journals
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BUNKER'S BELIEF SYSTEMS
1. Participants should be actively involved in solving real, problems.
People learn to do what they do. Learning takes place when
people have an opportunity to interact with data.
2. Participants' needs must be met. In order to deal with higher
order needs (cognitive, self-actualization) lower order needs
(psychological, security, belongingness) must be met.
3. Participants should be involved in decision making about the
design, implementation, and evaluation of their own programs.
Shared decision making increases involvement.
4. Skill acquisition is valued. Skills are the tools for solving
real, problems,
5* Participants respond positively to the opportunity to work from
their strengths. People are more effective when they feel good
about themselves. Success is built upon success.
6. Participants seem better able to apply new learnings, refine
their skills and continue growing as they get feedback and
support from others. Human support systems encourage movement
toward renewal.
7. Growth takes time and is continuous.
8. Participants will benefit from self-initiated and self-directed
learning. People are their own instruments for growth. A
major aim of staff development is to help others become more
self-directed.
A SUMMARY OF ROBERT GOIDHAMMER'S
MODEL OF CLINICAL SUPERVISION
no
The prototype of a sequence of clinical supervision consists
of the five stages*
STAGE 1: The Preobservation Conference
This stage is mainly intended to provide a mental framework for
the supervisory sequence to fonow. Although its functions can be
viewed somewhat differently by the teacher and the supervisor, in
general, in our practice, it has served the following purposes;
(a) Reestablishing Communication; relaxation; The idea
here is simply that it can be useful for Teacher and Supervisor
to talk together sometime in the sequence before the super-
vision conference, if only to renew their habits of communi-
cation, their familiarity with one another’s intellectual
style and expressive rhythms, for both of two reasons; (l) in
some measure, to eliminate problems of reestablishing mutual
adjustments from the supervision conference (at which the
stakes are sometimes rather high), and (2) to reduce antici-
patory anxieties as both parties prepare to join again in
important collaboration. In homely terms, we seem to find
that Supervisor and Teacher can be more relaxed in the follow-
ing stages of the sequence if they have been able to talk
together successfully in the initial stage.
(b) Fluency; Both Teacher and Supervisor require fluency
in Teacher’s plans for the teaching that will, presumably,
be observed. Understanding the teacher’s frame of reference
is necessary for either of two purposes- -for helping him to
function successfully in his own terms or for modifying his -
plans according to concepts existing in the supervisor’s
frame of reference. The principal means, in this stage, for
enhancing both members’ fluency, is for the teacher to present
his most polished and updated version of plans whose formula-
tion was begun during the prior sequence of supervision in
this cycle. His presentation serves dual purposes; Supervisor
learns just what Teacher has in mind, and Teacher is able to
test and increase his own fluency by verbalizing his ideas to
Supervisor
(c) Rehearsal; In a rudimentary sense, we can imagine that
the simple enunciation of his plans provides Teacher with a
degree of rehearsal for his teaching, at least a conceptual
rehearsal.'. Additional opportunities exist in Stage 1 for a
more thorough rehearsal of instructional behavior.
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(d) Revisions: Besides providing Teacher with a chance
to rehearse planned episodes of his instruction, Stage 1
creates an opportunity for last-minute revisions in the lesson
plan.
(e) Contract: The preobservation conference is a time for
Teacher and Supervisor to reach explicit agreements about
reasons for supervision to occur in the immediate situation
and about how supervision should operate. Among other things,
having established what the teacher is after and how he thinks
he feels about the whole business, the question ought to be rais-
ed of whether observation and the rest of the sequence should
take place at all.
STAC31 2: The Observation
The supervisor observes to see what is happening so that he can
taJLk about it with the teacher afterwards. He generally writes down
what he hears and sees as comprehensively as possible. Instead of
recording general descriptions, the observer should get the stuff down
verbatirr.; everything ever^'-body says, if that's possible, and as ob-
jective an account of nonverbal behavior as he can manage. Why?--
because in the supervision to follow, the main job will be to analyze
what has taken place in the teaching.
One reason for Supervisor to observe is that, being engaged as
he is in the business of teaching. Teacher cannot usually see the same
things happening as a disengaged observer can. By adding eyes, the
data are increased. Another reason- -this also backfires occasionally--
is to demonstrate commitment to Teacher, a serious enough commitment
to justify paying such close attention to his behavior as the observer
must.
Another rationeile for Stage 2 is that by putting himself in close
proximity to the teacher and the pupils at the very moments when salient
problems of professional practice are being enacted, the supervisor
occupies a position from which he can render real assistance to Teacher,
in Teacher's terms, and according to specific observational foci (tasks)
that Teacher may have defined in Stage 1.
If observational data can be used for developing solutions to .
problems of practice, then such data can also be employed to authenti-
cate the existence of certain problems, to make sure they are real,
and as bases for articulating previously undefined problems.
STAGE 3: Analysis and Strategy
Stage 3 is intended for two general purposes: first, in Analysis,
to make sense out of the observational data, to make them intelligible
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and m^ageable; and second, in Strategy, to plan the management of the
supervision conference to follow, that is, what issues to treat, whichdata to cite, what goals to aim for, how to begin, where to end, and
who should do what. *
The analytical component of clinical supervision is intended to
make it safer—less whimsical, less arbitrary, less superficial-
-than
supervision of the past. And particularly when Teacher is trained to
participate in analysis of his own teaching, based on the truest and
most comprehensive representations of that teaching that can be created,
his chances of experiencing profit from the enterprise are most favor-
able.
Supervisor* s next step, after having performed an analysis of
the observational data, is to make decisions about how the supervision
conference should be conducted.
The principal rationale for Strategy, like that of instructional
planning, is that a planned approach toward specified goals by deliber-
ate processes is more likely to work out than a random one.
In a more general sense, if supervision is intended to result
in process outcomes as well as in purely technical ones, that is, if
it is intended to affect patterns of behavior and underlying psycholog-
ical predispositions as well as simply to tiansmit substantive inform-
ation, then it is more difficult to prepare for supervision than it
would be otherwise. Rather than simply having to prepare one’s material,
as for a lecture, one must additionally prepare oneself for collaboration
intended to benefit one’s supervisee; both technical and process out-
comes depend very much upon one another.
If Teacher is functioning well in supervision, if he is relaxed,
inte]JLigent, committed, professionally creative, and functioning auto-
nomously, then Strategy gives him time to order his priorities and to
screen issues for the conference accordingly.
STAGE 4 : The Supervision Conference
In succinct terms, the supervision fconference is intended:
1. To provide a time to plan future teaching in collaboration
with another professional educator. Perhaps the best measure
of whether a conference has been useful, in Teacher’s framework,
is whether it has left him with something concrete in hand, namely
a design for his. next sequence of instruction.
2. To provide a time to redefine the supervisory contract:
to decide what directions supervision shoiild take and by what
methods it should operate (or whether supervision should be
temporarily terminated.)
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3» To pzx>vide a source of adult rewards. In common practice,
teachers have few opportunities for their value to be acknowl-
edged by other adults who have professional sophistication and
who know their work, that is, Teacher's work, intimately.
h. To review the history of supervision, that is of the
problems that Supervisor and Teacher have addressed formerly
and to assess progress in mastering technical (or other) com-
petencies upon which Teacher has been working.
5 . To define treatable issues in the teaching and to authen-
ticate the existence of Issues that have been sensed intuitively.
6. To offer didactic assistance to Teacher, either directly
or by referral, in relation to information or theory that Teacher
requires and of which Supervisor may have relatively advanced
knowledge
.
7 . To train Teacher in techniques for self-supervision and
to develop incentives for professional self-analysis.
8. To deal with an array of factors that may affect Teacher's
vocational satisfaction as well as his technical competency. The
question of what issues of this kind are appropriate to treat in
supervision depends largely upon the participants' inclinations,
the supervisor's special skills for such work, pertinent situa-
tional variables and the overriding question of how supervision
can be therapeutic (small "t") without becoming Therapy (large
"t").
STAGE 5: The Post-Conference Analysis ("Postmortem”)
The postmortem is the time when Supervisor's practice is examined
with all of the rigor and for basically the same purposes that Teacher's
professional behavior was analyzed theretofore. In both instances our
principal rationale is that examined professional behavior is more likely
to be useful--for everyone--than unexamined behavior; that, perhaps, the
only truly worthwhile existence is an examined existence.
The postmortem arises from pragmatic, methodological, and his-
torical considerations. First, it represents a basis for assessing
whether supervision is working productively, for ascertaini^ its
strengths and weaknesses, and for planning to modify supervisory prac-
tices accordingly. In this context, any ^d all variables are approp-
riate to review; supervisory technique, implicit and explicit
assumptions, predominating values, emotional variables, technical and
process goals, and the like. Second, Supervisor can demonstrate ski^s
of self-analysis by familiarizing Teacher with the work he does
re^ar-
ly in postmortem. In other words, if he chooses, for example,
to have
llU
Teacher witness his verbal enactment of a postmorten in the context of
some other teacher's supervision, by this technique Supervisor could
turn the PM to didactic advantage in his supervision. Third, Teacher's
awareness of Supervisor's regular practice of Post-Conference Analysis
should help to offset misgivings that may exist concerning Supervisor's
commitment and the historical disparity between his professional vul-
nerability and the Teacher's
Goldhammer, Robert, Clinical Supervision ; Holt, Rinehart,
Winston: New York, 1969*
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EVERYBODY'S C0MI<1UNITY COLLEGE
‘
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
NEEDS ASSESSMENT
(For Administrators)
Everybody’s Community College is planning a Professional Devel-
opment Program for the benefit of you and your colleagues. This
questionnaire is a part of the planning process for this program.
Your ideas will help to determine the shape and content. Your re-
sponses will be used by the planning team to determine the program
content and other details and will be^ carefully considered and the
program designed for the 1977 year.
Below are a series of possible topics for workshops or seminars.
Please indicate which topics you feel are of greatest need to you
personally (Column 1) and those you feel are of greatest need for
your colleagues (Column II ). Please place a number after each topic
in each coltimn based on the following scale:
1 2 3 4 5
Very High Need High Need Average Need Low Need No Need
Column I Column II
(Self) (Colleagues)
1. The role of an administrator (clar-
ification and discussion of the
skills, principles and role of an
administrator)
2. Communication in administration
3. The principles and practices of human
relations in administration
4 . Delegating authority (how to do it
effectively)
Personnel selection (how to find and
select good employees)
5 .
6. The law in higher education (recent
trends in court cases and principles
of law which administrators should
know)
Column I
(Self)
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Column II
(Colleagues)
7 • Coaching and developing subordinates
8. Working effectively with your secretary
9. Management by Objectives (basic prin-
ciples and applications)
10, Planning-Programming-Budgeting System
(principles and practices)
11. Systems management techniques (an
overview of systems management: PPBS,
MBO, MIS, PERT, CPM)
12. Management and Collective Bargaining
in the Community College
13 . Notivation
14. Effective Supervision
15 . Transactional Analysis and Management
(l*m O.K, - You're nuts theory)
16 . Managerial styles (a focus on under-
standing various administrative
styles and self-understanding)
17 . The creative organization (under-
standing the principles and prac-
tices followed by creative organ-
izations)
18
.
The effective use of time
19 . The comprehensive community college
(its mission and purpose)
20. Everybody's Community College (an
overview of the administrative phil-
osophy, organizatibn, mission, goals,
objectives, and program)
21. New educational techniques and
practices
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Column I Column II
(Self) (Colleagues)
22. Data processing in higher education
(an overview of its uses and poten-
tial) —
23. Interviewing skills
24.
Executive stress (how to recognize
and handle it)
25. Problem solving and decision making
26. The Affirmative Action Program at
Everybody's Community College
27. Fiscal management in higher education
(basic principles)
28. Tesun building (how to build and be a
part of an administrative team)
29. Ethics in administration
30. Zero based Budgeting
31. Effective employee evaluation
Please list any additional topics you feel
you would like to have in the program
32.
33.
34.
35.
36. For the majority of topics listed, which
would you prefer (please check)?
Full-day sessions off-campus
Full-day sessions on-campus
Half-day sessions off-campus
Hal-f-day sessions on-campus
Weekend retreat
37. Which days are best for you for such sessions?
Monday Thursday Any
week day
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Tuesday Friday
Wednesday Saturday
38
.
How often would you like to see seminars or workshops held?
Once a month Once every two months
Twice a month Once every three months
39.
Please check the appropriate boxes below that apply to you;
f~J I am a Dean or Vice
President
b. I~J I am a Director.
e , ./~7 I have been here 1-5
years
f. I~~f I have been here
over 5 years.
c. /~7 I am an Administrator
d. /~7 This is my first year
at the college
g- O I have been in a P,D,
program before which
has covered one or
more topics listed on
this questionnaire.
h. I have not been part
of a P.Do program
before.
40.
Please add any additional comments you may have regarding the
planning and carrying out of this program. Thank you for your
help.

